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$1.00

than two months, the U.B.C.
Students' Club will raise the
curtain for what is promised to be the best
In

coming musical sensation, DUMKA to
Having heard DUMKA
Vancouver.
perform at various zabavas and festivals
across Canada, I can assure you that they
have a more than adequate repertoire of
Ukrainian and rock music (wait till you hear

less

Ukrainian

SUSK

Congress

in

Message

Presidents

As someone

history.

who

has attended four SUSK congresses and
a countless number of regional conferences,

would

I

entice as

like to

many

their "Hutzel reggae" stuff!). Of course, after
the zabava, you'll have lots of free time to do
as you please.. .anything from taking a midnight dip in the Ocean to scaling the

use this month's column to
of you as possible to come to

Vancouver.

Over the past few months, the 25th SUSK
Congress Committee and your National
Executive in Ottawa have been workine

towering Grouse Mountain!

The Congress social agenda will climax
Saturday evening with a group-ouling to one
of Vancouver's finer restaurants (Vancouver

sure that everything

doubly hard to make
will
be perfect for your arrival in
Vancouver.
Grants have been secured;
workers have been hired; speakers have been
confirmed; rooms, accommodations and
meals have been ordered; and all clubs and
Ukrainian youth organizations have been
notified of the date and location of the

has some of the best sea-food available
anywhere!) and a cabaret at the U.B.C.
campus. For those of you who are waiting to
expose that hidden talent of yours, the
cabaret will be open to anyone eager enough
to take the floor (of course, we'll have some

congress.

extra professional talent on hand

To

date, our only remaining

to convince as

many

major task

people who are members of a
Ukrainian Students' Club executive, the
Congress is a good lime to share your
problems with other SUSKiles. The club

For

rare opportunity to

work of
all

meetings and
social events without having to break your
back at the same lime. Or find out how to
extract hundreds of dollars out of the coffers

of the Ukrainian community. Well teach
and the P's and B's,
you how to talk lo
and how lo run a zabava without getting

KYK

citedAr liquor licence violations'.
OlWiTiorc serious note, the Congress will
feature a good number oflectures and panel

year.

And

last,

take over the next year.

we

Finally,

intend to launch the annual

post-congress trip on
discussions on topics of interest to you

-

the

invited to explain their personal reasons for

USC

maintaining their Ukrainian identity. I'm
sure thai many of you have asked yourselves
why you continue lo play an active part in
the Ukrainian community, speak Ukrainian
at home and seek-out Ukrainian friends this panel is guaranteed to stimulate your
mind on this topic! And don'l worry, there'll
be lots of time for an animated group
discussion after the panelists have completed
their presentations.

There

will also

be lectures on a host of

other important and interesting topics, so be
sure to check out the agenda in this issue of
Student.

Of

course, social events are an important
of any conference, and the
Congress Committee has assured me
that all delegates and guests will have the
lime of their lives. On Thursday evening, a

component

SUSK

salmon barbeque

be held.
If you've
never tasted B.C. salmon before and you're
looking to get blasted after a long, crosscountry flight to Vancouver, this is the event
to hit.
We promise that the evening will
leave you plenty of time lo get acquainted
with other delegates.

wc

convoy of private and rented vehicles (ledhy
my mother's station wagon) and it will last
five days.. .who knows, maybe we'll

about

make

it

Mexico.

to

will

Friday evening will feature the traditional
congress banquet and zabava.
For the
occasion,

AMONG CANADA'S

So don't just sil there with your Student.
Gel up, phone your travel agent, and book
your ticket to Vancouver -the seats are going
fast!

Mykhailo Bociurkiw

are flying Edmonton's up-and-

UKRAINIANS

Edited by Manoly R. Lupul

What

are the visible

symbols

through which Ukrainians

in

Canada express their identity in
the North American milieu? The
volume answers this question in
six parts:

X

Ukrainian Material

in Canada; Ukrainian Art
Canada; Ukrainian Music in
Canada; Ukrainian Dance in
Canada; In Search of Ukrainian
Canadian Symbols; and the

Culture
in

Politics of Ukrainian Culture in
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from the fifth annual conference
on Ukrainians in Canada
(University of Manitoba, 1981).
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student

May/June im

Monday morning.

The most mentioned destination for this
sojourn is San Francisco, the Vancouver
Island and the Okanagan Valley are also in
the offering. The trip will be made by a

VISIBLE SYMBOLS
CULTURAL EXPRESSION

criticize the

National Executive and
what we've been up to
but not least, the delegates

the congress will elect a new SUSK
Executive and chart the direction SUSK will

thai are afflicting clubs at the present time.
to those

applaude or

SUSK

at

development sessions on Sunday will be
devoted to discussing the various maladies

how you can draw

the

you'll be able to hear

Ukrainian-Canadian student. 1 think lhat
one of the most interesting sessions will be
the one on cultural retention - featuring a
panel of Ukrainian student activists from
across Canada.
The panelists have been

find oul

we'll be holding a series of
business sessions. You will have the

SUSK

There are many reasons for attending a
SUSK Congress. Personally, I look forward
to going to these parleys because it's an
meet other
opportunity
to
excellent
Ukrainian-Canadian students from across
congress
will have
year's
the country. This
an added dimension. Representatives from
other ethnocultural youth and students'
groups have been invited to attend and it will
be interesting to see what we have in
common with our peers from other groups.

more people

just in

On Sunday,

attend the Congress.

Show up and

-

case!).

is

people as possible to

V ^
4

'
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Woo

PC's
TORONTO - On
federal

elecuon,

Che eve

[he

a possible

Progressive

Conservative Party of Canada lured over
500 people from various ethnocultural
communities to a conference on multiculturalism here on Saturday, June
2, 1984,
called "Passport to a Progressive

Canadianism."

The Conservatives are currently fighting a
neck-and-neck battle in the public opinion
polls against the Liberal Party.

Recent polls
indicate that the strength of the two parties
appears to be equal. Many people speculate
that the hidden agenda of the conference
could have been to attract a higher
percentage of the ethnic vote during the next
election - which could be called as early as
August.

The conference,

held in Toronto's posh
Sheraton Centre Hotel, was chaired
by Mr.

Jack Murta, Conservative Member
of
Parliament for Lisgar. Manitoba, and the
official
P.C. spokesman for multiculturalism.

A

noticeable
amount of Ukrainian
leaders were in attendance at the
conference.
Notable Ukrainians in the

community
audience

included:

Andrew Gregorovich

Ethnic

Vote

Canada s

by Mykhailo Bociurkiw

Sen. Paul Yuzyk,
(Editor of Forum

Magazine), PLAST representatives and a
healthy contingent from the Ukrainian
Youth Assoc. - SUM, and the League for the
Liberation of Ukraine.

federal multiculturalism
policy
was tntroduced in 1971, under
the Liberal
government of Pierre Elliott Trudeau
The
policy was introduced to
facilitate the
development of Canadian society
into an
equal partnership of all
component groups
while at the same lime
allowing for a
bilingual system within
a multicultural
framework. 1 n practice, it is a
concept which
states
that
each
Canadian has the
opportunity to pursue, with the
support of
the federal government,
the development

one's

own

of

cultural

and

linguistic identity.

The

policy
has
received
increasing
attention from both ethnocultural
groups
and political parties, now that
the non-

Anglophone, non-Francophone portion
of
Canada's population has risen to almost
40
per cent.

The
Conservative's
multiculturalism
conference in Toronto represents an aboutturn

by the party.

In

under the
Conservative
Prime
the
Ministry of
Multiculturalism was one of the
ministries
designated to be axed by the
federal
government.
administration
Minister Joe

1979,

of

Clark,

Before the official opening
of the
conference, members of the
Ukrainian
Canadian Students' Union distributed
a
written brief outlining SUSK's
position on
multiculturalism.
Later in the day, the
position paper was referred to several
times
as delegates searched for ways
to improve
the Multiculturalism Directorate.

The conference commenced Saturday
morning with introductory remarks by

multicultural aspect of our society
must be
emphasized on a daily basis in the schools "
He added that "the Progressive Conservative

M,.

Murta.

Five workshops were offered
that

morning

with approximately 100
participants in each workshop.
Morning
workshops focused on such topics as:
multiculturalism and education, social
and
political

and

Party of Canada can give
leadership for
discussions that will take place between
the
federal government and the
provinces on
education.

development, newcomer settlement

A lengthy question and answer session
followed
Mr. Epp's remarks.
Many
participants
explained their personal
experience with the educational
system and

citizenship,

heritage retention and
and human rights and race
Each workshop was introduced

sharing,
relations.

by a Conservative

The workshop

Member

of Parliament.

the

Multiculturalism Directorate.
(The
Multiculturalism Directorate is the
federal

entitled "Multiculturalism

and Education" was chaired by Mr. Ores!
Rudzik of Toronto and introduced by
Winnipeg
P., Jake Epp. In his opening
comments, Mr. Epp noted that The

agency responsible for administering
the
Multiculturalism program).

M

cont'd oo page 15

Monument Unveiled

Winnipeg

—

Winnipeg
an impressive granite and bronze
memorial erected in front of the Winnipeg
City Hall to

commemorate

the 50th anniver-

of the 1932-33 famine-genocide in
Ukraine, was officially unveiled by Mayor
William Norrie on Sunday, June 24, 1984. It
was a gift to the City of Winnipeg by the Winnipeg Branch of the Ukrainian Canadian
sary'

^

Committee.

as a
will

warning against one nation
upon another in the future.

The Honourable Lloyd Axworthy,

inflicting

its

the Federal

Transport

Minister, said Canadians must
"rcdedicate ourselves" to fight oppression
everywhere. Provincial NDP House
Honourable Andy Anstett. called (he Limine
1

'

'a

shame and a

tatives

on humanity". Represenof the Jewish and Polish communities
blot

also spoke.

Standing 15 feet high, the
work of Winnipeg sculptor,

monument

is

the

Roman Kowal. It
of $75,000. The obeliskshaped structure of imported black African
granite encloses a bronze relief symbolizing
was

built at the cost

oppression, flanked by two tomb-stone shapes
of unpolished granite. The monument com-

memorates
Ukrainians,

death

memory of over
who were deliberately

the

7 million
starved to

a forced

famine organized by the
Soviet government, in what the Winnipeg Sun
called "one of the most horrible events in
world history." (June 25, 1984).
in

"We have not come this far in our search for
democracy to remain silent" said Mayor
William Norrie, prior to the unveiling. In his
remarks. Mr. Harry Dmytryshyn, the famine
committee chairman, said that the memorial
will serve not only as a

Unveiling offamine

monument

$100,000
Ukr.
Toronto

Winnipeg City Hall.

atrocity

reminder of a past
committed against humanity, but also

blessing of the monument and a
memorial
service were conducted by the Metropolitans
of the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox and Ukrainian Catholic Churches in Canada, with
the
participation of Ukrainian church choirs
of
Winnipeg, under the direction of George
Hnatiuk and Walter Bohonos. A three foot
wreath of red roses was laid by two famine

survivors residing in Winnipeg. According to
officials, about 1,500 people attended.

city

The event was covered by
Funds
to

in the

sum of $15,000

Foundation for Ukrainian Studies, has
donated an initial $100,000 for an endowment fund in Ukrainian Studies at York. The
cheque was presented to York University
President H. Ian Macdonald by Dr. Petro
Hlibowych, President of the Ontario Council of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee
and by York Physics Professor, Jurij Darewych, Secretary of the Fund Committee at
an inaugural banquet held on May 12 in
Stong College, at York University,
In addition to ensuring the annual leachon the history of Ukraine, the

to:

Ste.

I

—

456 Main

Winnipeg, Manitoba

R3B 1B6

will be used for such purposes as
research projects, visiting speakers, publica-

Ukrainian Studies

Committee consisting of York University
tacully, to be appointed by and responsible
to the Dean of the Faculty of Arts.will coordinate the projects and activities of the

Ukrainian Studies Fund.
The main speaker at the ceremonial banquet was Professor Orest Subtelny who has
been appointed by the University on a fulltime permanent basis in the Department of
History and the Department of Political
Science and who will be teaching the course
in the history

of Ukraine.

and

required

Holod Fund

fund

A

still

Ukrainian Canadian Committee

tions, preparation of teaching materials and
library acquisitions, all in the area of

Ukrainian Studies.

are

cover the cost of the memorial. Donations

can be mailed

York

for

the local press

television.

Studies

—

the Ontario Council of the
Ukrainian Canadian Committee along with
two major co-sponsors, the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies and the Canadian

ing of a course

at

The

Professor O. Subtelny, guest speaker, at Endowment banquet.
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Days ...

Editor

STUDENT

is an open forum tor
and opinion, reflecting the inof Ukrainian-Canadian
students on various topics social,

Karen Slegel

and these are the
meaningful

Honorable

As they mature through the years, associations
evolve by different degrees to reflect the
change in times and external conditions which
have impact upon them. To a large measure,
it is at the level of an organization's executive
where the pressure exists to maintain the vital,
day-to-day contacts which are needed to remain current with the outside world.
Throughout SUSK's relatively brief history,
our association's stream of executives have
met with much success in reflecting the times
and circumstances in which they have been
placed. Hence,

SUSK

has been able to play a
significant and leading role for the Ukrainian

community

in

its

larger Ukrainian

To

liaison activities within a

Community.

a great degree,

keep

its

SUSK

has been able to

finger on the pulse of outside trends

and occurences, as a result of the unique circumstances which have governed the com'

its membership and executive: a
constant rejuvenation occurs through a natural
revolving door. This attracts the young and

position of

has expired

into

colleges and

universities,

while discarding the career oriented and complacent upon their graduation.

£ver

the past two years, the SUSK Executive
been headquartered in Ottawa, and like
most groups which are based here, has

lias

operated
federal

in

an

Canadian

environment
politics.

The

pervaded
result

by
has been

our organization to the extent that
professionalism had to be, and in many ways,
fruitful for

was acquired, providing

a

proper response to

the inappropriate speech that
the

was delivered by
Honorable Roy McLaren at the U.C.C.

Congress

in

Winnipeg,

or carrying

out

a

Mark

interview

McGuigan

—

Distribution

Vivian Osachuk

cultural, political

Rumaniuk
Roman Rozumnyj

Oksana Sharaburak

Oksana Stanowych

Finances

and

religious.

Daria

two

examples.

the responsibility of their authors,

;! not necessarily
UDENT siaff.

Typesetting

largely been circumvented over the past two
of the present Executive's stay in
Ottawa, some club dissatisfaction has been ex-

those of the

Prirr.-J by Runge Newspapers,
Renlrew, Ontario.

W innipeg

Popiihir Primers.

Spe c ia 1 th an ks to the staff at UCDC
Selo Ukraina Design Study Group.

look inwards at its own membership, in order
gauge the real needs and interests of its
component clubs. While this situation has
to

welcome.

The opinions and though s express
ed in individual signed articles are

KIS 5B6

Myron Spolsky
Roman Waschuk
Patricia Yaremchuk

Yet a danger always exists when so much emphasis is placed on the external environment,
in that our organization's Executive will fail to

io the ediior are

reserve the right to edit

STUDENT
c/o 401 Unicentre
Carleton University
Ottawa, Ontario

Greg Hamara
Wolodymyr Lewyckyj
Roman Matkiwsky
Taras Myhal

with the
are

Leiie,

We

materials for publication.

Orest Zajcew
Stan Chuyko

STUDENT

terests

Mykhailo Bociurkiw

Anne Kolody

Eighties
by Taras Myhal

fact

Nestor Budyk

MPUE and

,

years

pressed, and the potential for future problems
does exist. Therefore, the time has come for

Pryvit z Vancouveru!
I'd like to

one of acting as a Ukrainian-Canadian lobbying force in Ottawa, or for that matter, simply
one of performing any externally oriented
Consequently, before the Annual Congress in
Vancouver, each delegate should carefully
consider options

and alternatives for new
faces and a change of locale to be selected for
the up-coming executive. Delegates should
consider the need for an executive that can go
out and discover the values and expectations
of the present day, Ukrainian-Canadian Stu-

readers

while concurrently choosing a

where the ever significant outside community liaison function can still be maintained. These changes to the executive's composition and locale are required at this time so that
can continue to carry on

STUDENT for publish- A WORD
INCORRECTLY, USE IT
Ukrainian language.
YOU'LL GET BETTER!" Our Ukrainian

ing

young

adults.

We need to

use our ethnic

tongue

in
order to gain more selfconfidence, identity and more knowledge
through speaking, reading and writing.)

keeps us together!

It

KEEP UP THE EXCELLENT WORK
STUDENT!!!
Dyakuyou,
tovaryskym pozdorovlenyam,

z

ZONIA

S.T.

HA YD MO WSK

VANCOUVER.

Hope

P.S.

to see

VERSARY

of

you

ail at

the 25th

B.C.

ANNI-

SUSK CONGRESS

in

August!

'

its

natural

find

been an exhilarating and sustaining hallmark
of
the
organization's
remarkable
past

very beneficial to review my staltering and rusty Ukrainian tongue
by reading STUDENrS Ukrainian articles, as well

experience.

as speaking Ukrainian with

tradition of rejuvenation, a tradition

language is a part of our heritage, it makes
our culture in Canada richer, and complete.

my

personal experience of learning
or rather relearning and remembering the
Ukrainian language. (I think the revival of
the Ukrainian language is vitally important
among Ukrainian students as well as work-

locale

SUSK

thank

ing a few articles in the

As a Ukrainian Canadian of post-secondary
age, I find that many Ukrainian young people who know Ukrainian do not use it among
themselves, and this frustrates me very
much. I hope this letter will give insight to
such persons, and to those who may want to
learn Ukrainian and to utilize it.
I'd like to share with you STUDENT

functions.

dent Body,

Letters:

Editor,

new executive to be established, to search
inwards, so as to assess member clubs' needs
and concerns. SUSK's role cannot be solely
a

I

which has

my parents, and
most important, with my friends.
I attune my mind by
READING OUT
LOUD and SLOWLY. 1 say every VOWEL
CONSONANT, and SYLLABLE in the
"correct" Ukrainian pronounciation. Pronounciation varies depending on the region
of Ukraine where it is spoken. And
both the
Eastern (Kyivan/Kievan) and
Western
(Halych/Galician) dialects are correct.
was taught the Halych dialect. "Correct"/
J
"proper" pronounciation is important

and

necessary for proper communication
and
understanding.

For uncomprehensible words,

QUESTIONS
,

guage,

and

I

of those
also

Ukrainian— English
Ukrainian

who know

ASK

the lan-

and

the

Englishcontain
used
Ukrainian

DICTIONARIES. They

m
I

I

use the Andrusyshyn

the Ukrainian letter "g" {r) which
widely
the free world in many

words.

WRITE

DOWN

hensible words in a special
future reference;

1

is still

the uncompre-

hand

BOOK

for

I

(Even one, good, simple Ukrainian word
will get me going a long way.
Full sentences
do me even more good).
Speaking Ukrainian will make me a better person in the long run,
when I decide
(and I have decided) to pick up and cherish

and grandparents' tongue

parents'

When

I see STUDENT'S
Ukrainian artithe thought of Ukrainian reading,
writing and speaking makes me feel good

cles,

inside,

and

to

know

that

RUSC

someone (STUDENT) of

vouneer Ukrainian generation still
knows, cares, appreciates, and preserves our
important Ukrainian tunguc iri pi nl
"IT'S
the

ALRIGHT TO SPEAK UKRAINIAN'
DON'T BE EMBARASSED IF YOU SAY

IS

STILL AROUND!!

For those who know what

RUSC stands

may come as a surprise to you,

for, this letter

since

we do not

publicize ourselves very

often. For those of you who do not
know
what it means, this is a short introduction to
us: Ryerson Ukrainian Students' Club.
I have to admit that our
club has been

somewhat

passive, in the past, with respect
to external affairs. However, we
would like
to

change our image so that you

that

RUSC

Believe

known

around.
or not, the club

will

know

is still
it

within the Ryerson

is

quite well

community itself.

Activities in the past have included

numer-

ous bake sales, pub nights, various
exhibits
of Ukrainian nature, and last year's Ukrain-

Week which was

ian

a great success, streng-

thening our popularity

at Ryerson even
zabava
February which, unfortunately, was not
profit-making, but everyone still had a good

further. In addition, the club held
a
in

time.

USE the new word at least

THREE TIMES when speaking and thus
BUILD UP A VOCABULARY of my own.

my

Dear Editor,

it

of our small membership, the
enthusiasm has motivated past

In spite
club's

members and alumni

to return and get
involved. This had been very inspiring to us
it shows that the club can
provide a fun

as

social setting,

which

is

lacking in the work-

ing world.
In April, a new executive
the 1984/85 academic year,

President.
that

was chosen
and I am

for

the

The new executive had decided

one of

goals was to improve our
community outside of
our low budget, we are
hoping to achieve our many goals. You will
be hearing from us. Wish us luck.
its

relationship with the

Ryerson.

In spite of

JAROSLAW BAJUS
PRESIDENT
R YERSON USC

Decore: Politicians, Elections

An

&

Interview with

Edmonton's Mayor
In the civic election held in Edmonton
last
October, the citizens of Alberta's largest city
voted in landslide proportions
for one of the
most prominent Liberals in the province to be

new mayor.

their

Laurence Decore

made good

in solidly

a Liberal who has
Conservative Alberta,

is

where voters reputedly eat Liberals for breakfast. While Decore maintains he is not the
political messiah to lead the Liberals in the
West back to power, his victory suggests that
the once impregnable Tory fortress in Alberta
has developed a few chinks in its armour.
The D ecore family 's L iberal roo ts go back
a long way. Laurence's father. Mr. Justice
John Decore of the Court of Queen's Bench,
was a Liberal
for the Alberta riding of
Vegreville in the 1950s and the man who
nominated Lester Pearson for the Liberal Party

MP

leadership in 1958.

Liberal Party, and Laurence Decore

Dave Lupul in this exclusive interview for STUDENT his thoughts on the race,
on why the Liberals have failed to win more
reveals to

support

own

the West, as well as
political future.
in

started with something called
the Premier's

dinner in Edmonton, where
two or three
ethnic groups invited the Premier
and he
came. By the time we were finished
and it
had died out, there were five or six
or eight
ethnic groups and as we met the
leadership
of these groups we planned new
ventures. I
think the seeds were started there
toward

—

building

this

multiculturalism

network.

Then the provincial government, because
of
what we were doing in the Ukrainian
Professional and Business Club, got pulled
into
establishing policy in the area of
multiculturalism. Because Ukrainians had
taken such a
strong lead and because we were so
farahead
of other ethnic groups, we became
the leaders of not only our own
community on this
issue but of the wholeof theethnic
community, and so the network got
bigger and bigger

and

With the retirement of Pierre Trudeau.
another leadership race is currently underway
in the

Humble-Pie

how he sees his

bigger. Soon I became the chairman
of
the Alberta Heritage Council
the council
which brings together all of the cultural
groups in Alberta.
And then I decided that I was tired of

—

multiculturalism and decided to go into
municipal politics. I had been on council for
only one year when Mayor Hawrelak died in

and a number of aldermen came to me
and asked, "Would you consider running
mayor?" City council tried three times in
voting for a new mayor and in the end they
went with the senior alderman, Terry Cavaoffice

for

nagh, rather than with me. But that catapulted me into the lime light and in 1977 I
went from what many people believed would
be a last-place finish into a very strong

second-place
Purves.

finish

against

a guy called

Following this election, I decided I did
not want any involvement in multiculturalism, nor any other political involvement for
a while. I just wanted to get back into law
and sort of relax for a year. But it wasn't very
long until Manoly Lupul and Peter Savaryn
were knocking at my door, saying I had to be
involved and they were right, I had to
because the community needs people who
have special skills and knowledge. So, I went
back to it and pretty soon the groundwork

was laid for me to go in and become the
chairman of the Canadian Consultative
Council on Multiculturalism, which allowed
me to maintain my Edmonton network of
contacts with all ethnic groups and also provided me with a national profile, and the
thing just got bigger and better for me.

To the point where you are now the mayor
of Edmonton and have achieved a national
S:

Edmonton Mayor Laurence Decore.
S:

You won

Ihe recent civic election with

strong support from all of the ethnocultural
groups in Edmonton, and particularly from
the Ukrainians. Could you briefly describe
how you built the close relationship which you
have with these groups?

profile at the

same

Decore chars with Liberal delegate.

premier of the province, or the

first Western
Canadian Liberal Prime Minister of Canada." Have you a master plan as to where you
go from here in your career?
D: I have been successful in law, in business
and now in politics. There is no masterplan.

My

intention

for

two terms

is

to stay

—

mayor of Edmonton

that's the full six years.

will assess after those six years

into
just

whether

some business stream or politics
don't know at the moment.
find
I

politics so completely satisfying that

I

I

city

might
not want to do anything else after that. But
know I won't stay more than six years
because I think that politicians who stay
more than two terms get tired and lack
I

I

aggressiveness and

new

ideas.

time.

D: Well, to the point where Edmontonians
gave me the largest plurality in Edmonton's
history.
That was awesome.
I
was
awestruck because of the responsibility that
people had placed on me and by their belief
in me. I often think about it and
often say,
gosh I hope I'm doing the right thing. But
everything has gone pretty well.

I

go

—

Decore with Minister of Transport, the Hon.
Uoyd Axworthy at IV84 Liberal Leadership

S: A book recently published, entitled
CITY
POLITICS IN CANADA, contains an essay

which one author concludes that municipal
Canada is almost exclusively about
land
development, and the
enhancement of property. Other social and
economic issues have been largely ignored. Do
you see a broader range of issues which must
be addressed?
D: Well, I think that in my philosophy
in

politics in

boosterism,

there

are because I like to say that I am
a person
with a social conscience. For
example, if
there are single parents who need
assistance
with daycare, I'd like to try to solve
those
problems. So, it's that and it's attention
to
that kind of concern. But Edmonton
is a
unique city in Canada. There are not
many
cities which own their own
telephone system, the seventh largest in Canada.
There
are not many cities building a Si-billion

power

plant.

Convention.

cont'd on page 23

D: Well there is no doubt that the multicultural communities in Edmonton are my
base. Every politician needs a base
for
some, it could be the Kinsmen or the Rotary
Club or whatever but my base is, first of all,
S: In which Ukrainian community organizamy Ukrainian community and then, the tions have you been active?
whole of the ethnic community. Now there is
D: I went originally to the Ukrainian Profesmore to it than simply arriving on the scene
sional and Business Club because my facility
of an organization like the Ukrainian Prowith the Ukrainian language is not great.
fessional and Business Club and saying,
Because of the seeds of certain thought, con"Here I am, I'm Ukrainian and I'm intercepts and problems which Dr. Lupul and
ested in being an alderman. Support me." In
others talked about during the late 1960s, I
fact, there have been people who have tried
decided that I had to do something within
that kind of style and have been told, "You
the Ukrainian Professional and Business
haven't done anything for the Ukrainian
Club to help promote multiculturalism. I'm
community. How do you expect the comnot an avid churchgoer, but I like the fact
munity to back you?" So, first of all, you
that I'm Ukrainian and 1 like to be with
must get involved and you have to have a
people who are Ukrainian. There is a
meaningful kind of involvement in your warmth, there is a camaraderie that's
differcommunity and I think 1 did in the Ukrainent than with other people in other situaian community.
tions.
My involvement with the Ukrainian Professional and Business Club was pretty
S: Alberta Liberal leader Nick Taylor has
intense and our club became very socially
remarked in a recent article, referring to you,
active in promoting multiculturalism. We
that "he may want to be mayor forever, or the
1

—
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by Oksana Sharaburak

,

On May

1984, C.B.C.'s The Journal
documentary on national television
The Poisoned Chalice regarding the
French bilingual issue in Manitoba. This
brief historical survey also included
an
excerpt devoted to supporters of
unilingualism. One of these supporters was
University
of Manitoba professor Al
Pressey, who also happens to be of
Ukrainian Canadian origin.
aired a

by Chrystyna Chudczak

—

Ottawa
pleasure

Having had the auspicious

of

taking

part

Leadership Convention

in

the

While wandering around the convention

Liberal

June, as a
granted the

this past

media representative, I was
freedom of wandering around the
facilities.
Between visits to the
high-tech media room, where journalists of

site,

managed

I

grassroots

to catch the flavour of the

political

system at work

relative

country.

convention

effectively the media's role

persuasions hovered over video

all political

terminals and ancient typewriters, and to
the humid convention floor, 1 was amazed at
the

and perserverance of these
produce for their

intensity

people

continually

to

From

deadlines.

respective

columnist

political

dishevelled

Gwyn

Richard

television personality Keith Morrison,

to

who

wandered somewhat aimlessly amongst the
3,500 odd delegates looking extremely cool
and collected despite the heat, these media
people possess a unique task.

It is

they

local newspapers:

entitled

who

mould and develop public opinion.
Each frame displayed on a television screen,
directly

each editorial wired across the country, each
the proceedings shapes,
directs and focuses attention on what the
media deem appropriate. The enormous
power that is contained in these broadcasts
cannot be ignored.

In addition,

I

in this

was able to see how
was developed in

Dear

We

Sir:

are

writing in

response to a recent

segment of The Journal aired on Thursday,
May 31, 1984, entitled the The Poisoned
Chalice. This particular segment dealt with
the issue of French bilingualism in Manitoba
from an historical perspective. Included in
this segment was a statement made by
university professor Al Pressey, who is of
Ukrainian Canadian origin.
Professor

conjunction with this system. It is a role of
antagonisms and admiration.
For the
candidates and for anyone in public life, the
media's

role is ever present and ever
Those in public life realize this.
powerbrokers
Those around
and
in
government realize this constantly. At a
time when leaders of Canadian society are
persistant.

put in such vulnerable positions, it is
important that all types and components of
media get involved, more specifically our
media. We consistantly propogate that we
are part of mainstream Canadiana and
deserve to be treated as such. However, we
forget that
it

is

when provided

the opportunity,

necessary for us to grasp

it.

commentary on

So why then, in a room full of kaleidoscopic media personalities, were there only
few
token journalists
representing

e^hnocultural minority groups?
when

a time

country

the entire future of our

being
shaped,

and
back and
choose to ignore what goes on around us?
The Liberal Convention, is but an example
of our community's lack of foresight to
utilize opportunities for political
advancement.
Not only is this lack of
foresight continual, it seems to persist
regardless of political belief.
Ukrainians
politically ignored the P.C. Convention last
year just as they did the Liberal one this past
June. Except for a few Ukrainian journalists
displaying Student press accreditations,
virtually no one was present to provoke
these candidates on behalf of the
community. Ultimately, the sophistication
required

directly

is

politically

to

affected

why do we

effectively

community should the current
The heat of the problem lies in

trend persist.

our emphasis on what

is truly important
to us as a viable ethnocultural group in
Canada.
If we
continued to relegate
ourselves to reporting and propogating our

cultural

pysanky
Canadian

excesses

such as
decorating, then
political

Ukrainians

mainstream

as

a

political

dancing and
how can the
machine acknowledge

viable

The portion of the program that included
Professor Pressey's statement pertained to

Friday evening of the convention. I decided
to wander into the arena and observe the
behind the scenes media preparations. In
between massive stages built for major
networks such as Global News. CTV and
CBC, hundreds of personnel milling about,
several dozenphotographersstrolling about,
I
counted approximately 45 television
cameras positioned at strategic locations

the provincial government's abolition of the

Pressey family originally lamented the loss,

but today Al Pressey is glad the compromise
was abolished. Professor Pressey states,
"I

component

in

life.

am

legislation to

Camps

respectively. A good portion of these
cameras were trained on the possible future
Prime Minister of our country. The media
had made its decision.

make Manitoba

within one generation,
from the working class to a
professional class.

In

case,

extent of any other ethnic group's media
development in this process is doubtful. In
many of their eyes, Ukrainians already hold

myself
farmer

in

stones,

and talking to

comfortable

is,

in

our

we

set path.

Consistently

to

to begin looking at

our options realistically
and dealing with them as such in the context
of Canadian society. By banking on some of
our opportunities now, wc can assure
ourselves a viable and legitimate place in the
future.

as

his

be a university professor.

JULY 14 & 15, 1984
GARDENTON, MANITOBA
-concert
-church service
-exhibition of South Eastern
Manitoba churches
-beer gardens

We

M. students, including myself, the
majority of which are USC-ites, were quite
incensed with Professor Pressey's not so

are university students of Ukrainian
and our proficiency in the Ukrainian
language has by no means hindered our
efforts in pursuing a higher education.
origin

intelligent comments.
At that point we
decided to protest to make our objections
known. We have executed our first step by
writing a response to The Poisoned Chalice
the
local
Winnipeg newspapers.
Hopefully, we will receive some kind of
response from the public. In addition, we

Our concerns

are twofold. Not only arc we
disagreement with Professor Pressey's
we are disappointed with the
C.B.C. for their lack of responsibility in
allowing such a statement to be aired simply
to sensationalize an already volatile issue.
in

statement, but

for their participation

We

and

hope that

alleged

.

moral support.

in the future, the C.B.C, the
voice of this multicultural nation,

show greater discretion
representation of various
will

The lollowing is the above mentioned
which has been sent out to Winnipeg's

letter

communities.

For more information:
Frank Saprowich 586-8591
Office 5245DuixJosSr West
Islington.

97

Cumbedand St

525 (Xndas St W
6
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envision myself

Ukrainian.

After a private viewing of The Poisoned
Chalice at the C.B.C. offices in Winnipeg,

Canada

I

This statement could be misinterpreted as a
representation
of the opinion of the
Ukrainian community in general.

have contacted SUSK president Mykhailo
Bociurkiw requesting him to contact USCs

BARVINOK FLOWER FESTIVAL

that

horse

Ukrainian.

six U. of

across

or

as perhaps being a farmer, in Pine River,
picking stones, and talking to his horse in

perhaps being a
Pine River, picking

resolutely

"Rock the Boat", our policy of
waiting to see what our neighbour does
before committing ourselves, persists. When
this occurs within our own community,
we
become stagnant. The time has come for us

afraid

I

not, at the moment, be a
university professor. I envision

in

remain

have no doubts that

governments,

Professor Pressey is entitled to his own
opinion on the matter of unilingualism, but
he goes on to say, "In my own case, I have
no doubts that I would not. at the moment

my own

would

an elaborate communication system.
fact

I

those

professional class,"

,

move

fear

to

government that introduced the legislations
to make Manitoba schools unilingual. This
has allowed an opportunity for a lot of
individuals, like myself, to move within one
generation, from the working class to a

schools unilingual.
This has
allowed an opportunity for a lot
of individuals
like myself, to

the pressure of developing a sophisticated
media network. This takes an incredible
amount of time, money and patience. The

The

grateful

forever grateful to those

governments, or that government
that
introduced
the

about the area, poised at opposite ends in
front of the Jean Chretien and John Turner

As a community, Ukrainians need not

Pressey was evidently representing that
portion of the population which is in favour
of a unilingual school system. In the process.
Professor Pressey stated that if it had not
been for his unilingual education he would
not have achieved professional status.
Professor Pressey states. "I am forever

Laurier-Greenway Compromise. All ethnic
minorities lost the right of schooling in their
n languages. The Ukrainian Canadian

sit

report on such
proceedings will not be achieved by our

journalistic

Just prior to the leadership candidates
speeches held at the Civic Centre on the

M9B 1A6
Tel

961-4d22

lei

231-77

in

their

ethnic

Passport to
The following is excerptedfrom a position
paper to the passport to a Progressive
Canadian! sm Conference on Multiculluraiism outlining some of the views and
recommendations of the Ukrainian
Canadian Students' Union (SUSK). The
conference was held June 02. 1984 at the
Sheraton Centre in Downtown Toronto and
attended by over 500 delegates representing
a myriad of ethno-cultural groups. SUSK's
position paper was distributed throughout
the conference.
The organization was the
only participant to have compiled such a
document, expressing the current concerns
of ethno-cultural groups in Canada on
muiticuituralism.

Canada

now

the

cross-roads in
take in terms of
socio-economic life. After over a decade of
muiticuituralism in Canada, the Progressive
Conservative
Party
and the Federal
Government have shown faith in people
is

at

deciding the path

it

will

from all cultural backgrounds by turning lo
them and involving them in the decisionmaking process.

Ethnicity

seven per cent oi the appointments to federal
boards and tribunals. Sociological studies,
the body of the fourth volume report of the

Royal Commission on Bilingualism and
the

Biculturalism.

report

of the

special

committee on the participation of visible
minorities in Canadian society, and our
everyday experiences all point to the fact
that
newcomers to Canada wish to
participate fully in Canadian society. When
federal muiticuituralism policy was
introduced some 12 years ago, the target
population deemed most likely to benefit
from the policy was based on statistics
collected almost 25 years ago. At that time,
Canadians of non-British and non-French

the

background made up 25 percent of the
population, and a significant portion of that
percentage
was
comprised
of
older,
established groups with strong interests in
the cultural preservation of the program.

Today, the latest statistics suggest that the
non-Anglophone, non-Francophone
portion of our population has risen to
almost 40 percent. Taking this into account,
we are concerned with the policies and
programs which are intended to promote
unity,
tolerance and
understanding in
Moreover, we find that the
Canada.
changing composition of Canadian society
underscores the importance of establishing a
muiticuituralism policy which is responsive
to the challenges created by an evolving
Canadian society.

The Mulroney family.

Muiticuituralism would be useful.
Such a conference could provide
ethnocultural groups with an

MULTICULTURALISM:
SHORT AND LONG TERM

opportunity to identify to the Minister
their needs, objectives

ACTIONS

and

priorities.

Long Term

A

decade has passed since Prime Minister
Trudeau announced that "the Government
will support and encourage the various
culture and ethnic groups that will give
structure and vitality to our society.

1.

More monies must

be injected into the

modelled

turalism

program

their

muiticui-

after

Canada's,

spends twice as much on program
delivery.

There are a number of short term and long
term actions that could be acted upon by the
Federal Government as we enter the second
decade of the policy.

2.

1,

entrench

and

muiticuituralism

in

more

sensitive to the needs, objectives

and

priorities

each

of

individual

community.

ethnocultural

This

that the Prime Minister and

means

Ministers
must involve
Cabinet
themselves in forums which highlight
the Government's interest in and

MP

for Usgar, Man.

conference.

We.

commitment

chairing the
2.

the Ukrainian-Canadian youth have
our role in this process, by

International Youth Year, we have pooled
our resources, both material and human, to
the problems confronting ethnocultural groups in Canada. Consequently,
we wish to share our viewpoints and
recommendations with all Canadians so that
they can be considered in order to arrive at
an equitable solution for all Canadians.

Assistant Deputy Minister should
be appointed to the Ministry of

federal muiticuituralism policy.

We

of
partnership
equal
ethnocultural groups.

all

4.

them

the

component

order that society in
turn is increasingly coherent with the
concerns and dreams of all Canadians.
More than a decade ago, Canadian

and

The

Federal

Government

demonstrated

interesting to note that

members

of non-

English or non-French groups receive only

5.

Government should
Canadian mosaic
and the French.

we approach
Youth Year, we
as

all,

national

1985,

The

Inter-

believe that the

and

practice of muiticuituralism
must respond lo the needs, objectives *nd

policies

priorities of youth organizations and tneir
members. The Federal Government should initiate programs where ethnic
receive
training
and
leaders
youth
resources for community development.
Furthermore, as with the French com-

the

machinery,
and
therefore,
must
ensure the continued promolion and
implementation of the policy.

munities, we, too, need sustaining grants lo

community
youth
our
and improve the quality and

strengthen
secretariats

variety of services performed by our youth
organizations in community building and
citizenship.

We hope that the delegates at (his conference and the Progressive Conservative
Party of Canada lake Ihis unique opportunity to involve youth in charting a new
direction for muiticuituralism in

We must never forget the basic
ethnic

represent

youth

Canada.
our

fact that

our

collective

future.

International

Youth Year 1985

June, 1984

OTTAWA, ONTARIO
Acknowledging

Those

Statement

This

Include:

—

Slovenian National Federation

—
—

Tom

Armenian Youlh Federation of Toronto
Palantzas.

Greek

Canadian-

President,

Association,

Scarborough

—
—

National Association of Canadians of
Origins in India

Edmonton Canada/ India Youth Society
Martin Radovan, Representative,
Canadian Slovak League

The Federal
to negotiate

—

Federalwith the provinces on
payments for
transfer
Provincial
heritage language programs within
the public school system.

—

Ukrainian Youth Association of Canada

—

University

start

calling of a Ministers'

meeting to

ethnocultural

program

with

other

is

the

must

that

Porter,

the

English

the

alongside

Above

of

Government must

deal

non-charter group Canadians are
under-represented in areas of
political and economic decision-making. It

part

in the multicultural area.

The

in

passport lo

College, University of Toronto

severely

John

believe thai the Federal

worthwhile

"very

development would be well received.
Often, governments overlap in
delivery and very often one
government is unaware of what the

sociologist,

The

heritages.

accelerate Federal-Provincial activity

Equal access to the institutions that shape
our lives is a prerequisite to the opportunity
to influence

cultural

endeavour.

would
policy
this
development of Canadian society into an
that

as

opportunity in Canada's
mainstream. The so-called "others"
receive only 7% of the appointments
to Federal boards and tribunals. The
appointment of a few ethnocultural
leaders to high profile boards is a

believe

facilitate

muiti-

The

needed

to the

recognize ethnocultural communities as an

greater

discuss

Our frame of reference is to recommend
what steps should be taken to strengthen the

act

their

An

Federal Government should
initiate action which reconfirms what
the Prime Minister said in 1971 - that
ethnocultural groups will be given

of

Government of Canada coined
word "muiticuituralism". set up

to muiticuituralism.

Muiticuituralism.
3.

policy

that they are interested in preserving

tried to fulfill

taking a more active interest in the problems
of Canada, particularly (hose of a socioeconomic nature. As we approach the 1985

the

an inter-depan menial
monitoring agency that would ensure
the responsiveness and adherence of
all federal departments lo the policy.
Canadians are showing dramatically
to

Youth Delegates

individual

base for muiticuituralism

cuituralism and would give the muiticuituralism directorate the mandate

The Government must become more
interested

Jack Murta.

A legislative

must be created through the
establishment of a meaningful muiticuituralism act. Such an act should

Short Term

the

a Progressve Canadianism Conference are
proud lo be participating in this Forum. We

integral

muiticuituralism program. Australia,

which

We,

The

is

Graduate Student Association,
University of Waterloo

and

the

of

Waterloo

Progressive

Darrin Raddatz, Past President,
Kitchener P C. Youth Association
Plast

Minister

of

Conservative Association

doing.

calling of a conference of ethnic

leaders

Hamilton Folk Arts Heritage Council
Youth Committee

SUSK

Exec.

VP. Chrystyna Chuihzak

delivering

Canada

Ukrainian Canadian Students' Union

youth statement.
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In the early

months of 1984, a book

Hey Malarek! appeared in publication

You

titled

creat-

is presently

senior reporter

on social policy issues at the Globe and Mail.
Mr. Malarek recently spoke with STUDENT
correspondent Chrystyna Chudczak in

paragraph

the

man

and reveals insights

into

What was your purpose in writing "Hey,
Malarek"?
M: I've been involved in journalism for
about fourteen years. A large portion
my
writing interest has been in the child welfare

S:

system, the juvenile justice system, poverty,
child abuse etc. These are the stories that
probably touch my heart more than Victor
Malarek going to Ottawa or Victor Malarek

Quebec

politics

Afghanistan or Iran. This

When

or going to

the area that I'm

is

to

death. What's
been missing is

you learn when you were in that hallowed
place that you came out of.
Making it is really coming to grips with
your past; coming to grips with a lot of the
problems that you've seen and not taking it
into the present, that is, into the future. So
many people, who, as children were abused,
will abuse as parents. Children who grew up

the child's eyes

torment of the

with alcoholic parents become alcoholics.

So many kids who saw their parents drop
out of school drop out of school themselves.
So many people who never saw atlection
with their parents are never affectionate and
that's really sad. I think that it's really
important that people are affectionate so

—

that

their children can learn that there's
nothing wrong with touching and being

it's very hard for the
understanding what's
going on in his little mind, in his little head
and his little body, in his tormented soul. It's
quite incredible. There are so many people
who've gone through it and are going

someone to say, "My mother and father
broke up because they don't love each
other." It's terrifying for a child. The child
will end up saying "It's my fault." So, what I
wanted to do was to write it from the eyes of
and

to

this system.

—

and feeling and kissing
things that
are really important to making a human
close

through it that can't articulate it. They can't
talk about it. After they've gone through it,
this carnage of seeing their family break up,
they want to block it out. It's very hard for

child

come

outside and someone's blocked their car.
they start cursing. You wonder just what did

completely different home,

a child, to give the

I

their quarter or dollar in the plate they

broken home seeing the
two most important people in his life, his
mother and father break up and living with
strangers in a foster home. Whether this kid
comes from abject poverty and goes to a
middle class home where nice foster parents
take care of him or when he comes from an
ethnic background and goes to a different
home where customs and traditions are
completely different; whether he goes from a

home

I

who've gone through middle-class average
backgrounds have not dealt with their past,
so they can't get on with their present and
future. I mention the subtitle of the book,
which didn't have any say in writing is "A
True Story of a Street Kid Who Made It."

human beings. They are failures
and mothers. They are failures as
friends and neighbours. They go to church
once a week and they're what I call the 'onehour Christians.' The minute that they put

the feeling that the child experien-

again, a white home
child, verv difficult

but

as fathers

ces going through a

native

my scars,

failures as

that everybody says it from the third person
point of view. Everyone is assessing the system and analyzing the system and it's been

and

of all

come to grips with a lot of the past.
So many people
know, even people

I've

can go on.
I know a lot of people I've met who are
chairmens of boards and politicians who
have very respectable positions within various communities that they live in, but they
are poor excuses for human beings. They are

ment professionals, psychologists, childcare advocates. Everybody had something

child

important.

Now,

tem, child justice system, child care industry,

analyzed and assessed to
really missing and what has
the view of the child, from
and from the anguish and

scars. I've not gotten rid

and saying okay, from here

etc. whatever you want to call it. 1 thought
about it and I looked at all the literature that
had been written over the years and there's
been a lot written by professionals, treat-

ironic thing

a message and

really

part of it, a lot of my colleagues
is the Globe and
Mail. That's not really making it. Making U
is coming to grips and dealing with the past

at what kind I could write about
most effectively and most knowledgably. It
would again come out the child welfare sys-

The

come up with
that's

want to say something and I know what
I want to say. I want to tell people that you
really have to listen and pay attention to the
children that are going through this difficult
period in time. Anything that happens to
them in their childhood and throughout
their youth and adolescence moulds them
for life. It's very hard to get rid of all the

said across the country,

I

looked

to say about the system.

I

my

is

The making

my mind and which

in

journalists actually have in their mind,

This

this up.

1

fervent

in,

book, which I've had
all

is

about.
most
looking at the possibility of writing a

most

interested

get this feeling that

1

I

himself.

writing about

to

something

Toronto. In the following interview, the author
expresses his thoughts about the book, the
child welfare system,

You
open

think that beyond all those
pangs that you get when writing your book
you know that you're trying with each
chapter and with each sentence and each

But

family.

ing instant controversy, particularly in the
child care, welfare community.

Victor Malarek

get scared.

really shouldn't

message from the eyes of a
the child going through
has been written from

show

Too much

the analytical point of view.

You've dealt candidly with your formative
in Montreal. Was it painful
and difficult for you to write the book?
M: It was difficult to write the book. I guess
in the number of interviews that I've done
across Canada it was commented that the
book was a catharism of sorts. I said it's not.
S:

years growing up

You

can't write a book like this as a cathartic
experience. It just will not come out well.

being feel good. The intellectual human
being or purely a human being who makes
money is very cold and not a human being.
He's a robot.

Your publisher, MacMillan of Canada put
of faith into your book sponsoring your
across Canada. What has been the
response of the Canadian public to it?
M: The response actually has been overwhelming. I know that the first printing is
almost sold out. When I was on a talk show
that's when the response was rather incredible. Several of the talk shows where I was
scheduled to speak for just one hour went
two and three hours. The phones just lit up.
I personally hate talk shows but every one of
the talk show hosts later said "You know, we
S:

a

lot

tour

didn't get the lunatics." People started to

phone in who had similar experiences or
knew of families who had similar experiences of goingthrough ajuvenilejusticesystem
or being in trouble with the law, seeing their
families break up, violence in the family. A
lot called in for help,

a

lot

called in to say

1

think

I
got rid of a lot of baggage and
anguish in my early twenties and also in the
first couple of drafts of my book.
What 1

wanted to do was talk more about what
happens to the child. It doesn't have to be
Victor Malarek.

It could be a lot of kids
who've gone through foster care. Many
people have phoned me and said, "I see parts
of myself in there." Not everybody will get

involved

in the kind of delinquencies I got
involved in. But a lot of kids do
assault,
trouble in school, trouble in institutions or
trouble living at home. So when 1 started
writing the book, sure it was pain ful. il was

—

painful to drudge

up

these kinds of things.

that they really could relate to a lot of the

experiences that were similar to mine.

I

think

book hits home with many
people that get a chance to get their hands on
it. I think there's a universal feeling. It's not
a book about growing up in Montreal and
Victor Malarek. This could've happened
anywhere in North America. It could've
happened anywhere in Europe also. But it's
got a universal theme as well, of a child's
anguish and a lot of people who remember
their childhood see so many things in it.
that overall this

S:

What message would you

like

your readers

to obtain?

M: Not

to give up.

A lot of people could have

me and a lot of people did give
If it wasn't for a judge, one person,
could've been on the path that's been des-

given up on

up on me.
I

me and hundreds of
same course as me.

tined for
the

kids

who

did

S: Misguided by the social welfare
system...

M: Yes, because you can go straight to prison and continue along that path of
peniten-

—

1 had someone who didn't give
up.
So many parents, so many social workers, so
many people give up on kids. Adolescence is
the most difficult time to grow up,
especially
today, actually any time. You've
got all the

tiaries

frustrations of 'Can I get into university?
Will I make it? What will I be when
I grow
up?...'

Then you have crazy puberty

to deal

with as well and

all the social pressures and
get trapped in this sort of tread

You

fears.

and you're saying 'How do I get off of
damned machine without falling down

mill
this

and breaking

my neck?' At this point in time
a lot of people give up. Not only the kids give
up on themselves, but theirparents and their
teachers give up on them saying, 'This guy's
a lost cause, so

let's

just forget

about him."

S: What's been the response of the Ukrainian

community towards your book?
M: It's been a mixed response. There's a lot
of pride that Victor Malarek of the Globe
and Mail has written a book.
S: Is the pride because of the fact you are

Ukrainian and have achieved recent celebrity
status or has this pride developed over the
years?

M:

would think it's a pride in Victor
Malarek that's grown over the years because
I've done a number of stories and I've made
I

a lot of initiatives with the Ukrainian

munity on

and

my own. I would

believe that this

is

be foolish to try
100% so or even 50%
of people are more

think that a lot
fascinated by the idea
so.

Com-

I

that

there's

this

Ukrainian who works for the Globe and
Mail and that upsets me. One thing I do
make sure is that I'm not used because of
that.

When

I

say there

a pride,

is

mean

I

anrong young professionals who are my age
group. They are more proud than the old
guard who, once they read the book, freak
out. These are the people who get uncomfortable with the book. They feel it's too per-

describe where you and your brothers
are
forced to go to church for Ukrainian Easter.

Your mother has brought red-dyed easter eggs
in her basket. After church, your
family meets
your mother's friend and, instead of exrhaneing pysanky with your mother, she turns to
another woman and trades eggs. There is a
strong sense of bitterness in that scene.

Were you bitter?
M: I wasn't buter

very unfair and very unfeeling, just callous.
I
point out that scene in the book because

throughout
I'm writing

are you still bitter?
for mysell, 1 was biner
If so,

a

How

mother. I couldn't believe it. My mother
a very precious treasure to me and she was

saw

stood up and said *I cannot
take the beatings and the drinking and the
carousing of these people,' and left her husband. In a way so many people back in the

would

I

am, as

have focused in on the trauma
and the
anguish. That really is the main themeor
one
of the main things that comes out of
the
book. But there is a lot of fun, things you
can
laugh at. You can laugh in this book
as well.
A couple of people have told me that there
were times where they just couldnlt

marked experiences
minds and

was

that

my mother's face was when
someone had walked hy me,

hurt

that. If

I
I

couldn't have cared less. I thought these red
eggs with the red dye were pretty neat. I

woman who

found out later that anybody could do

take

I

like to

You compliment

S:

the

that scene and others in

book with humour. The book

yet the

humour

utes to

its

is

got

funny and
quite natural which contrib-

Ukrainian. They didn't

know what
first

I

and

—

with the book
the average people. I've got
a really good review literary wise in the Quill

and Quire, which
S"

^
a,
5.

was

=

lore-

laughed and
said, 'Oh yeah. I'm going to point out that
I'm Ukrainian.' When they see what I say,
then they don't call me back
I

.

S:

You

don't dwell on the topic that you're

Ukrainian.

When you wrote

en't Victor

Malarek

the

book you wer-

— Ukrainian, you were

writing about the child in the social welfare
system.

M: Being Ukrainian

in the

book

an
incidental part. I grew up in a Ukrainian
family, spoke Ukrainian for the first seven
years of my life but from seven to seventeen,
is

really

I really had very, very,
minimal contact with the community. As far
as I was concerned the community had
turned it's back on three young boys. We
had some painful experiences within the

actually twenty-six,

community and,

as a result,

it

was very

insig-

-journalist Victor

they

become down-trodden people, down-

women
alcoholics who
trodden

in

the

book you

vividly

Malarek.

incorporating
naturally?

insult

M: Sometimes

and
them and embarass

them. She

want to

tain

many of my

left because she couldn't take certhings that were going on. Everyone

turned their backs on her.
When we go back to the Ukrainian community for church one Easter and were living in abject poverty because

my

father

is

dying of cancer at this time, 1 didn't want to
go to church. My two brothers didn't want
to go. We didn't want to have any dealing
with the Ukrainian community at this point.
At my mother's pleading, we decided to go. I
went. My mother dipped some eggs in red
dye and we went. We brought a basket and
had it blessed. Some people came over and
started talking and boasting about how successful their sons were, so I lied about being

those things don't mean anything to
seventeen or sixteen. I just thought

me
it

at

was

Victor,

be.

you

humour or

this

living with chauvinists

nificant to us.. Things would come up. My
two brothers and I sang at this boys' home
festival and we sang Ukrainian songs which
our mother had taught us. We were proud to
walk around the boys' home saying that we
were Ukrainian although we had no inkling
about what being Ukrainian was because we
never went to school. The only sense of pride some kind of biologist getting all these schoor roots we had were what came through my
larships just to show them one up. But the
grandfather and my father about being
thing that really incensed me was that they
Ukrainian. We were always proud of it but
had these beautiful eggs, pysanky, they
we had lost the language, knowledge of what looked over at my mother's basket then
the organizations were, and what religions
walked a few paces away and traded their
there were. In the boys' home we ended up
eggs never even offering her one. I was bitter
going to a Protestant-Presbyterian church about that for my mother. That, for me, I
and always speaking English.
couldn't give a damn because I knew that

S: There's a scene

you

hope your craftmanship of trying to be an
author or a writer will come out. If I was
hooking that person back in, either way you
can lose them if it's totally black, or if it's
totally anecdotal or flippant. Most of
the
people who've read the book say that they
couldn't put it down. To me, that's the biggest compliment. My compliments come
from the people who 1 really want to reach

easy reading. Were you conscious of

Ukrainian community.
I wrote what I had to write exactly as I
saw it through the eyes of a child growing up
at the time. It would have been hypocritical
of me noi to make them. I know a lot of
people who knew I was writing the book and
who phoned me up in the Ukrainian community and said of course you are pointing
out all through the book that you are

wrote the book not saying only that I've
message, but you've got to tell a

this

story. It's in the telling of the story
that

is

sonal and that there are slights against the

writing about. This was the
most thing on their minds.

it

anymore and then you use this funny thing
in there and you're wondering
how the hell

it.

did he get involved.

have dumped the garbage
they were married to. I saw what was going
on all over the place and I hear about it
today all over the place. But they stay and
50's

no matter what age

one of them.

my
is

it,

it there are
that are etched on our

I

I

did

can really be funny

take

life

it

if

I

come
really

very seriously and

'You know
step back and

friends have said,

have to

really

is

a literary magazine,

[

got

my shittiest review in the Globe and Mail
which is ironic. They run two excerpts for me
and run free ads and the publisher and editor
and everybody else is laudatory to the book.
Some literary guy comes out and rakes me.
but it's tradition with the Globe, I was told it
was tradition. But the best compliments to
me don't come from the critics, they come
from people that I meet on the street or
people that I know and say 'I just read the
book and I couldn't put it down.' That, to
me, is more important. Those arc the people
that I want to reach. I don't want some
snot-nosed critic. If I wanted to reach all the
critics, I would've have written a totally different book.

What has been the response of the child care
professionals to the book? Will it change the
S:

system?

laugh.' Fortunately,

M: One of the major objectives or reasons
behind me writing the book is to say that you

serious.'

people deal a lot with these kindofkids. You
also are the people that have the most impact

I have friends like that
that say to me, 'Okay, not everything is that

When

I wrote one of the original drafts of
it was so black that when my editor
he said 'You know, you obviously
shouldn't be here today. You should've

the

book

read

it,

committed

He

suicide.'
said, 'Obviously

happened to you
said, 'No,

I

did

I said, 'Why?' laughing.
nothing very funny ever

in

all

your

entire

life.'

I

kinds of crazy things.

Funny stuff.' He said, 'Why don't you put
some in the book?' I said, This is a serious
book.' And he said that, 'Yeah, and you're
going to have people slicing their wrists just
reading it.' I thought about it and decided
that it did need comic relief. A lot of funny
things

happened

in

my

life

as a teenager.

A

of funny things will happen in a boys'
home with 160 boys. Sometimes they may
lot

sound gruesome, but they were funny when I
was there. I noticed that a lot of people, in
interviews that I've done across the country
and

in

for the structure. Thousands and thousands
of children have gone through the child weland the child care industry, is
what 1 call it, and have been destroyed by it,
by people who are well intentioned but who
come at it from middle class backgrounds
not understanding where the kids come from
fare system

— whether they're from various ethnic families,

native families, whether they're from

poverty.

The

social

workers and the child

come from middle
middle class ideals and
values and can't understand where these
care professionals overall

class families with

kids are

coming from.

Overall, the social workers

and the child

who have read this book
have been very complimentary and very supportive about it. They' ve said that this is a
care professionals

cont'd on page 22

the stories that have been written.
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STUDENT

—

Ottawa officials will be pleased to note that
Winnipeg
Student has moved its operations elsewhere for the summer
Thanks to a group of hard-working, dedicated
months.
individuals found in the recesses of Winnipeg's North End (made
famous by Perogy Palace, et. al...) Student is once again able
to propogate its mass appeal out in the Wild, Wild, West.
Unfortunately for our immediate readership in Ottawa, the
1800 mile long line of communication is just not the same.
Cabinet Ministers and Parliamentarians will have to wait a little
longer for their Student.
their copies

hard

KGB

FILI

will receive
little

race.

1

lawyers

Embassy

deliveries will be a

In front of almost 14,000 Liberals and the national media,
Decore left the MacGuigan camp to join forces with the Turner
team - just minutes before the results of the" first ballot was
announced. Predictably, Mr. MacGuigan was visibly shaken by
Decorc's sudden departure.
The following day in the House of Commons, P.C. Member
of Parliament, Arnold Malone, blasted Decore for dropping

community by

and

Hand

Edmonton Mayor Laurence Decore.
Decore came under heavy fire from the Opposition Parly and
even his colleagues in the Liberal Party after abandoning Justice
Minister and Liberal leadership candidate, Mark MacGuigan the man he had endorsed from the beginning of the leadership

ethnic origin.

doctors

the Soviet

wishes you happy reading!

—

The May 25 edition of New Perspectives (it figures) carried an
advertisement for "Nadia's Dating and Matrimonial Club." At
press time we were unable to establish contact with the service as
no one answered the phone. But for those of you who are daring
(and desperate) enough to call, the Toronto number is 766-64 7.
Who knows, maybe Nadia can reverse the assimilatory trend of
malching-up young Ukrainian
Ukrainian princcsses-in-waiting!

And

through the mail.

timc.KGB

Ottawa
One of the many people who came out of the
Liberal Leadership Convention not smelling like a rose was

—

Well, it's finally happened. Young UkrainianToronto
Canadian boys and girls can now phone a number and allow
themselves to be malched-up with a potential mate of the same

inter-marriage currently plaguing the Ukrainian

this

with

—

KGB spies have learned that this year's SUSK
Vancouver
Congress will prove to be California-like in style and scope.
Canada's playground city will host a delegation of Ukrainian
Sludent/SUSK types representing the entire spectrum ol the

MacGuigan like a hot potato.
Malone told the House that "commitment and loyalty were
consumed by (Decore's) nervousness." He accused Decore of
leaving MacGuigan "choking in the water" while climbing into a

country - promising fun in the sun. KGB has discovered the
Congress Committee's Motto for the Congress: {something
Mama would not be pleasecTwith...) The SUSK executive has
leaked that Health and Welfare Canada has put a warning on

"new self-preservation suit."
As if to add insult to injury, Malone closed by adding that:
"When Laurence (Decore) was elected mayor of Edmonton,
some people thought they might be getting a polished apple for

this

magnanamous

want to

event.. .Once

Sounds

leave.

Supernatural B.C.!"

Toronto
Malanka)

you

get there,

enticing.. ."So

KGB

will see

you

you may never

come

lo

laid

the West; sadly,

back

— Touted as
U

,

The social event of the season (next to
of T's "Mariposa Belle" boat cruise dry-docked

for the better part of the evening this past

hundred and

fifty

May.

Over one

of Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal's

elite

gathered to rub elbows and shoulders with U of T's old and new
executive powcrbrokcrs. Highlights of the evening included
dancing under the stars in front of the Harbour Castle Hilton; a

?
! .
,,,
.

dance contest participants
shimmeying for Vodka and other assorted (or sordid) viles and a
post-cruise soiree at the White House, home of Past-President
M. Ilnyckyj. All in all, a night never to be forgotten - at least no
formidable

buffet

dinner;

wild

photograph by Student

Ottawa

—

The

recent

Liberal

Leadership

we

got was Decore."

"Liberal love-in" (possibly a reference to invited speakers. Sen.

Convention attracted an interesting crop
Ukrainian delegates from

KGB

all

Ottawa — This KGB item is called, "Yuzyk Throws Cold
Water on Vancouver SUSK Congress."
And that's exactly what the honourable Senator did recently
when he turned down a request from the 25thSUSK Congress
Committee for a letter of supnorl to the Minister of
According Yuzyk's aide and confidant,
Multiculturalism.
Borys Sirskyj, the conference agenda looked too much like a

there.-.

caught-up with

all

parts of

Winnipeg

01

Jack Austin and Edmonton Mayor and Liberal power-broker,
Laurence Decore).
In any event, SUSK officials didn't lose any sleep over not
So what if it's a
receiving a letter of support from Yuzvk.

'

NDH?!

"Liberal love-in."

one got seasick

They say that

politics breeds interesting bed-

fellows!
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TALLEY^S
FINALE body to portray the, at times,
bumbling Matt. Sally's character thaws as
the play continues to develop. As the

by Chrystyna Chudczak

as well as his

Lanford Wilson's pulitzer prize-winning
romantic comedy Talley's Folly, an episode
in the life of two romantic souls caught in the
complications of a country at war, closed

audience warms to her personality, she too

becomes more
recognition.

Theatre in Toronto. The play, brought to life
through the auspices of Berkley Produc-

emotions of

Lubomir Mykytiuk as Matt
Friedman and Deborah Kipp as Sally

tions, starred

Talley.

been encouraged and
offered tickets to view the production, I
immediately assumed the worst. Live theatre
in Canada has dwindled during the past several years and attempts to revive it have
culminated in hollow efforts for the most
part. Ventures into the risky theatre business
by anyone, let alone Ukrainians, is a foray
After

having

that deserves to be recognized.

It is

precisely

that quality, the fact that several Ukrainians

were a part of the production and administrative aspects of Talley's Folly, that gives
this venture a unique twist. The play, an
examination of the lives of two emotionally
attached individuals during the 1940's,
delves into the problems and paradoxes of
life in the deep south. Mykytiuk as Matt
Friedman, a European who's family was
shattered by the ravages of war, is the comic
who punctuates his confessions of love with
anecdotes and witticisms. He is forever the
embodiment of a man searching for his own
identity at a time when many were losing
theirs forever. Mykytiuk portrays Matt
humanly, bringing life to a character in
which anyone with a conceivable understanding of the East European personality
can identify with. Schooled at the New York
University School of the Arts, Lubomyr
Mykytiuk has appeared in various theatre
productions around Toronto and elsewhere.
He is perhaps most known to Ukrainians in
his role in Paper Wheat produced by the

House Theatre.
Sally Talley, as portrayed by Deborah
Kipp, is the true compliment of Mykytiuk's
Matt. Unable to face her true feelings for
Matt, she masquerades and evades his questions and revelations. Kipp tends to use her
body to express herself more, rather than
relying on dialogue. On the other hand,
Mykytiuk manages to utilize both the script
Saskatchewan 25th

St.

likable.

Talley's Folly

recently after a brief run at the Bathurst St.

audience.
reflect

today

It

a play that deserves

is

more

a play which plays on the
characters as well as the
gives a chance for observers to
It is

upon

—

issues

which are so prevelant

the threat of war, violence, pressure
of a rapid-moving society, the problem of

complex human relations. Lack of public
support through poor ticket sales contributed to Talley's Folly's closing. Of the entire
evening's production, my only main criticism was the theatre's size. Perhaps a much
smaller setting would better suit this type of
intimate production.

Canadian theatre had declined considerably during the past years for several reasons. Recent productions such as Duddy, a
musical based on Mordecai Richler's book

Duddy Kravitz, and Talley's Folly have
folded. Investors are unlikely to take risks
unless their investment virtually
teed. Theatre-goers generally
to attend

by Oksana Stanowych

its

is guarancannot afford

productions regularily

the plays are assuredly a

hit.

—

What

unless
it

boils

down to is that actors who are talented and
deserving of choice parts are not receiving
them because of lack of public and private
support. What is refreshing to find is the
willingness for

someone

to step

forward and

When this group of entrepreneurs becomes one of our own in the Ukraintake a chance.

community, who chances bringing and
staging an off-Broadway play; and, when the
leading actor is a Ukrainian-Canadian who
has contributed to the community's development and, when the volunteers working
behind the scenes are donating time and

—

Winnipeg
Much has been written in the
past years on the state of Ukrainian dance in
Canada. This article is meant to serve as a
brief summary of the attitudes and events
that have led to the present condition of

For those of you who have not kept
up with the Ukrainian dance scene over the
past few years, hopefully this can bring you
up to date. For those active in the dance
community, here are a few thoughts about
the direction of dance for the future.
dance.

When

the first Ukrainian settlers arrived
Western Canada near the turn of the
century, any dancing style was strictly
transplanted from the regions of Western
Ukraine the pioneers had come from and
generally were activated spontaneously at a
wedding or social gathering and were simply
an honest display of exuberance and gaiety.
in

mid I920's an individual named

In the

Avramcnko arrived in Canada and
within a few years had firmly established the

its

success, then

how can we

not possibly support this kind of effort.
Talley's Folly was the precise moment lor
an expantionist phase of development in

Canadian theatre. Unfortunately when we,
as a community, can barely support the expanses of Ukrainian productions such as
Chysta Kommedia, then it is hypocritical to
assume that Talley's Folly should be considered as 'nash* as Chysta. Ultimately, all
semantics and themes aside, we choose to
ignore our own.

-18S. Court
•

St.

Centennial Square

•Thunder Bay Mall

Yaremchuk

Thunder Bay, Ontario

as

possible,

before

Toward

possible.

as
his

and

to

have

it

many audiences as
goal, he made the

making them easy
His energetic, moral character won

routines very repetitious,
to learn.

him the opportunity
before very

large,

to exhibit

his

dance

prestigious audiences.

With Ukrainian dancing a very acceptable
dance form at this time, performing
companies began springing up in the late
twenties generally under the guidance of
Avramenko's protegees. This continued for
some 25 years until after the war.

Dance became a valuable ambassador for
the Ukrainian people in Canada and in the
late

50's

and

early

60's,

Ukrainian

the

organizations sponsored the establishment of
major, non-profit dance groups based oui oi

Groups such
halls.
Shumka. and Rusalka came
their

Soon an

down

as

Chaika,

into being at

entire structure had been laid

for the groups,

including a set of

and assistants, a board of
directors, and the formation of a junior
group that would serve to rejuvenate any lost
charges
from the major performing
instructors

Up

• banduras, music, books, records
• overseas parcels to Ukraine
• special services to dance and choral groups

Call in

and browse around.

new groups were

60's, these

The workshops within Ukraine, however,
did

One way

or the other the final

product was something that made Canadian
audiences somewhat uncomfortable.

The Ukrainian Canadian academic has
been active in producing an an form thai is
The artists,

truly vernacular.

architects,

and

working on such projects as the
Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Village in
Alberta and now Selo Ukraina in Manitoba,
are developing an honest representation of
the Ukrainian presence in Canada.

historians

Ukrainian dance has now experienced

enough growth, cataloguing of historical
prototypes, and created a place for itself in
the arts

come

community.

to evaluate

its

Its

new

time has

now

also

direction.

The dichotomy of dance styles is
Whether
encouraging to say the least.
groups are practising the folk ballet, the
story-line, or the region- by-region
representation, the major Ukrainian groups
have certainly reached an admirable level of
competance.
The complacency that
accompanies this success, however, has
severely severed the healthy discourse of the
70's, something that is always necessary , but
especially

now when dance

in

is

such a state

of limbo.

to this point, generally the

dance

style

varied little. If there was any preference for
one group rather than the other, it had more
to do with quality of execution rather than

new ensembles began

While

all

the major ensembles propogate

brand of Ukrainian dance, now is the
time for academics to begin work on proper
training techniques and establishing a
regulatory body on a broader basis.
their

could

Certainly the recent revival of the basics at
the grassroots level is a regression back in the

the rapidly maturing audiences believe that
the Cossaks before them were fierce warriors
repeated for
;is
if the same basic <

sincere artists are looking for the necessary

Now, however,

• Ukrainian artware, gifts, pysanka supplies
• imported blouses, shawls, embroidery materials

groups of the

more aware of what was authentic and also
what was in poor taste.

of the dance.

performed

style.

music & book supply
222-20th Street West • Saskatoon
244-6072

dynamic new cabaret style groups, but
unlike the flashy "Kuban Cossak-type"

many people

the

to exercise their artistic license.

PAUL'S

To try and stem this swelling tide,
concerned dance enthusiasts began an active
discourse in the form of workshops and the
late 70's was an extremely exciting time in
dance. The serious student of dance could,
through the workshop environment, avoid
the Ukrainian "Kitsch" fungus without
having to conscript with one of the major
groups.
This led to the formation of

teach his version of Ukrainian dance to as

ensemble.

Proprietor: E.A.

market certainly was vulnerable.

create disadvantages.
Many of the
dances were either reproduced exactly as
taught, step for step, or the changes made
were not in keeping with the original (heme

embryo of Ukrainian dance as a performing
art in Canada. Avramenko's theory was to

this time.

Centennial Shoes Ltd.

with the popularity of Ukrainian dance, the

Vasyl

ian

etlort to ensure

"Kitsch" movement which spawned the
groups that catered to the shopping mall
crowd and whose main objective was
making a quick dollar off the efforts of
major ensembles. More detrimental than
their performing was their teaching, and

How

after the fight
sixteen counts hefor
routine as Avramcnko would have had it?
n
in eight beat
t mnbinations of step:, with
stan/a began to replace a step that would
been otherwise repeated 8 times.
ha\

Different groups used different approaches
to staging dance, be

it

story-line, folk ballet

By the mid 70's Ukrainian dancing was
amongst the top performing arts in Canada,
and an acceptable finale to even the most
elegant affair.

Unfortunately, right on the heels of the
sincere dance groups

was the Ukrainian

right direction.

dance history

is

This new chapter of our
already on us and the young,

guidance to put their creativity on track.
It

is

important to retain the true folk

culture alongside the Canadian Vernacular
but to present the two as easily discernable

and not melded together in an eclectic,
confusing way. The direction to take in
accomplishing this will require a re-opening
of communication channels and willingness
to

sit

down:

experts,

artists, historians,

choreographers

audio-visual

and composers,

together and openly discuss the start of art.
It is our inevitable responsibility to the
successful dance

most

form of one of Canada's

visible minorities.
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Ethnic Caucus Ignored
by Mykhailo Bociurkiw
OTTAWA - Over 100 delegates

candidates to maintain the multiculturalism

He said that, among other things, the
the Party must increase the
budget of the Multiculturalism Directorate
and introduce a Multiculturalism Act with
policy.

new Leader of

and

from the Liberal Leadership
Convention gathered here at Carleton
University on Thursday, June 14, 1984, to
attend an unofficial caucus session on mulliobservers

"teeth

The meeting, held concurrently with the
Leadership Convention, was organized by
Edmonion East Liberal Assocation and

the

Mr. Jesse

agency
injecting

The purpose of
provide convention

Deniger, M.P. (La Prairie).

meeting was

delegates with a

on

positions

to

forum

which

the

federal

administers

Multiculturalism Program.

The meeting was chaired by Edmonton
Mayor Laurence Decore and Mr. Pierre
the

Canada -

Multiculturalism

ol

M.P. (Parkdale-High Park).

Flis,

and substance."

During the meeting, two position papers
were distributed by caucus officials. The
papers outlined a host of proposals which
could be implemented in the restructuring

culturalism.

more funds

the

In addition to

into the program, the

paper advocated an increase

in the

number

non-Anglophones

and

non-

of

Francophones appointed to federal boards
and crown corporations.

to discuss policy

multiculturalism.

According

Additionally, delegates were able to examine

caucus

to

organizers,

the various multiculturalism platforms of

invitations to attend the Multiculturalism

the seven Liberal leadership hopefuls.

Caucus

candidates.

The meeting marked the first lime that a
session on multiculturalism has been held at
a Liberal leadership convention.
Iafolla, ihe Liberal

Followinga

Deniger

one-time

for

However, Jean Chretien's caucus organizer
promised delegates a separate ministry of
multiculturalism - one of the demands
outlined in the caucus position paper.

Mr. Pierre

Parliamentary

of Multiculturalism)cxplaincd the significance of the

up

caucus session.

Canada

nation; rather,

it

is

seven leadership candidates.

The delegates at the meeting continued to
hold discussions for over an hour. It was
generally agreed that future sessions on
multiculturalism should be scheduled at all

not a bi-cultural
a multicultural country.
is

Mr. Decore encouraged the delegates to
discuss multi-culturalism with all of the
leadership candidates. He urged delegates to
seek
a
clear
commitment from the

meeting because it conflicted with a
session on party reform attended by all

at the

lively

Mr. Decore continued the discussion by
noting that,
after
over a decade of
multiculturalism in Canada, the policy "still
has a long way to go."
He reminded
delegates that

Liberal delegates gather fi

NFB

Later, caucus organizers told the media
that the leadership candidates failed to show

Minister

the

the

the
candidates' position on multiculturalism.

East.

brief introduction,

(a

Secretary

to
all
leadership
session failed to attract a

candidate however, leaving
delegates with no explanation of

candidate for the federal

Edmonton

The

sent

single

The meeting was opened by Mr. Al
riding of

were

upcoming Liberal Party policy conferences.
it was proposed that the caucus

In addition,

organizers

caucus

maintain the multiculturalism
through
future
mailings
and

meetings.

UKRAINIAN

Harvests

Film

by Wolodymyr Lewyckyj
The National Film Board (NFB) of Canada has become involved in the making of
Harvest of Despair, a one-hour film documentary on the 1932-33 Famine in Ukraine
currently in the post-production stage in

Montreal.

The NFB is providing over $20,000 worth
of laboratory services that are still needed to
bring the 16 mm. color film to completion.

The

film

is

scheduled to premiere

in

Toronto this September, after almost one
and one-half years in the making. The total
cost of the film is estimated at $150,000.
A preliminary rough -cut of the film was
screened for the delegates at the Fourth

World Congress of Free Ukrainians in
Toronto last December, but since then it has
undergone a thorough restructuring.
Begun

TORONTO

Carleton University in Ottawa.

May

in

but the staggering expense of such a project

had always frustrated its realization.
Finally, the Ukrainian Famine Research
Committee of Toronto, headed by Wasyl
Janischewskyj, took the plunge early in 1983

and

hired

director

and

editor

Yurij

Luhovy and researcher-writer Marco
Carynnyk to start planning the film's budget
and production schedule.

LTD.

Oleg Rumak, who had already produced
a segment

on the Famine entitled "No Birds
for
public affairs program The
(fifth Estate,
f'Cili^ was
UT^C also
llris r.
,- ~l in the
.L
Fifth
involved
film's

CBCs

Sang"

.

.

'

.

initial stages.

Slawko Nowytski of Minneapolis was engaged as director, and the gruelling working life of an editing crew began in
Eventually,

Branches:

2397 Bloor St West. Toronto. Tel: 762-6961
3635 Cawthra Rd. (Cawthra Plaza. Mississauga)

Tel:

272-0468

earnest

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
24

a small, equipment-crammed
the fourth floor of Toronto's St.

in

room on

Vladimir Institute
Harvest of Despair thus brings together
two of the leading figures in North American
Ukrainian cinema. Nowytski has directed
numerous films on Ukrainian themes,

...

HOUR

among

AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINES
AT OUR BLOOR AND MISSISSAUGA BRANCHES
APPLY FOR YOUR CARD TODAY AND NEVER BE
CAUGHT SHORT OF CASH!!!

UKRAINIAN (TORONTO) CREDIT UNION LIMITED
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materials

"To

and then

till

I

would screen archive

past midnight.

what went into just
choosing the appropriate footage from the
30s and 40s, I viewed over one million, five
hundred thousand feet of film in a period of
only two months."
truly appreciate

At the same time, fresh footage of interwith Famine survivors, witnesses,
diplomats and scholars was
being sent in by filming crews from all over
the continent. And Marco Carynnyk and
Yurij Darevych were doing some research in
libraries and private collections.
"We worked at a very intense and concentrated pace," Luhovy says. "Walter Krasilowez, my assistant, did tremendous work,
keeping up with the long, tiring hours."
views

journalists,

Deadline postponed

UNION

_

the evening,

1983

The making of a film on the Famine,
which claimed an estimated 4 to 6 million
lives, had been on the minds of several
groups and individuals in Canada for years,

CREDIT

WE HAVE TWO

ovy, relaxing in his Montreal home with Filomena the cat. "During July and August I
edited from nine in the morning till five in

the Helm of Destiny and Reflections
of theTast, and Luhovy, a feature-film editor, is

known

for his

Quebec and
Ups and Downs.

ians in

documentary UkrainCanadian film

recent

Rare archival footage

A large portion of the film consists of rare
archival footage located in the film archives
of Europe, the U.S.. and Canada. There was
a lot of it.
"It was not unusual to work sixteen-hour
days, including weekends," says Yurij Luh-

The deadline for the film's completion
was first set for the Fourth World Congress,
to coincide with the marking of the
50th
anniversary of the Famine. This was postponed, however, when it became clear that
more time was needed if a top-quality film

were to be produced.
Instead, the screening of the rough cut
gave the delegates
chance "to vola their
opinion on the film, and their suggestions
and critical comments guided the film's subsequent restructuring.
In January, representatives of the NFB
viewed the documentary, liked what they
saw, and offered to hela
— "Of course, Toronto is very pleased to be
working in collaboration with them," Luhovy says.
;

..

.

Harvest of Despair is narrated by Canadian actors Jon Granik, Joan Karasevich,
and Eric Peterson. Peter Blow was the narration writer as well as the story consultant.
Transcriptions of all the interviews were

done by Olenka Demianchuk.
Some original score was composed by
Zenon Lawryshyn. Orest Subtelny of
Toronto's York University is the film's historical advisor.

Financial backing for the film
the Taras

came from
in Win-

Shevchenko Foundation

nipeg and from the wider community. Montreal and Winnipeg premieres of the film are
also planned for this fall.
The Ukrainian Famine Research Committee of Toronto is under the aegis of the

Ukrainian Canadian Committee. All
requests regarding advance purchase of the
film should be directed to
of
Toronto, Harvest of Despair, Prof. W. Janischewskyj. 620 Spadina Avenue, Toronto

UFRC

M5S

2H4.

Lament

MULTICULTURALISM

for

cont'd from page 3
Multiculturalism Directorate."
that he hopes

Mr. Epp delivered a few remarks
conclusion of the session.

-Revolution
by

abolish the social scourges of mankind: war,
poverty, social unjustice
no evil was too
great to be conquered by the 1960s ideals of

—

peace and love. It was an era of virtually
full
employment, jobs for university
graduates were plentiful and campuses were
centers of intense discussion about major

and
was in

political

social issues.

this atmosphere of social and
growth in
membership in the Ukrainian Canadian Students' Union took place during the
years
1968-75.
Despite the sometimes naive
optimism of that period
which in its most
extreme form assumed that the world's
problems would be solved if we all just loved
one another
it was a much more hopeful

political activism that the rapid

—

—

world than the one which confronts today's
students with high unemployment, increasing violence in the streets, the proliferation
of war and the threat of nuclear holocaust.
Since 1975 times have changed dramati-

The spirit of community activism and
commitment to social and political ideals
cally.

has declined, particularly among students.
Symptomatic of the new "reality" is an
increased pursuit of purely egocentric, selfconservatism, which stresses subordination
to authority and the powerful, as well as
the worship of the ideals of "free enterprise"
(which in practice means the domination of
society by corporate interests which do not

wish to be hampered in their actions by
democratic rules and regulations
hence
the current fad of deregulation). By the wayside have gone those ideals which neo-

—

conservatives oppose: social equality, widely
distributed personal freedom (hence the Liberal

role

government's

bill

setting

up

a civilian

security service with broad powers),
and the
protection of minorities and the
poor.

no longer just the ideologues like
Barbara Amiel who are promoting neoconservative ideas in Canada.
Important
segments of the Liberal and Conservative
parties, including John Turner
and Brian
Mulroney, have resolved to implement
policies which will promote corporate
business
It

is

interests at the

expense of social equality, the
environment, and the average
Canadian the

unemployed, or the poor.

It is time to rekindle some
of that political
social activism in students which
was the
driving force within our Ukrainian
student
organizations during the 60s and 70s.

and

We

make students more aware of what is
happening in our society and who is
exercising power at the expense of
whom.
We need to question our political leaders as
need

to.

really

why there are so few jobs for the young,
while many corporations are making
subto

stantial profits

and

yet refuse to hire

more

workers. A lack of social awareness will
only
help those who wish to increase their control
over our lives.

For those who are skeptical about the
threat to our liberties from the current
push
for neo-conservatism and economic
restraint, I'll leave you with this statement
from
a Canadian bank executive, quoted from

The Financial Post, January

5,

1980:

Canada

either gets inflation under conbreaks the spiral, or inflation
breaks us. Inflation erodes society. It's

investment,

threatening

Unemployment will soar. At
point theeconomy either collapses,

exports.
that

or the politicians impose controls, restrict

individual liberties.

Obviously,

we

in this view,

excess of democracy which
traint.

Welcome

from an
need of res-

suffer

is

in

&

into

the

at

the

first federal political
party to appoint a
national director for multiculturalism
She
described her Icelandic background
and
underlined her party's commitment
to
multiculturalism

policy of the P.C. Parly.
party would
increase

SUSK.

representatives Mykhailo Bociurkiw
and
Chrystyna Chudczak, presented a
position
paper on the participation of
youth in
multicultural society. The youth delegates
at
the conference scorned the
conference
°"' '", '

o^mztrX^
he Ton,
ren^
conference

ap earcd
f,,

™.

!**??.

.

,o

federal

He added

tribunals).

and
government

ELS£ ^L^±«..^
women
opportunities ffor immigrant

and

The afternoon featured five workshops.
Workshop topics for the afternoon included:
media and communication, cultural

and dine with guests. Later in
the
evening, Mr. Mulroney roamed
through the
banquet hall and shook hands with
most of
to chat

affairs,

immigration, entrepreneurialism and small

and

Ministry

the

the participants.

of

Following the conference, many Liberal
M.P.'s appeared to be caught off guard when

Multiculturalism.

Workshop

The

on the Ministry of
Multiculturalism was chaired by Sen. Paul
Yuzyk and introduced by Mr. Murta.
In his introductory remarks, Mr.

news of the conference was reported by the
national

the present structure of the
Multiculturalism Directorate. He outlined
three possible options for the government to
follow: I ) maintaining the present structure
the

Directorate;

introducing

2)

expanded Directorate; or
government services into

an

Collenette,

come-on

U

r-ollowing his introduction, participants

opinions on the three
options. A majority of the speakers seemed
favour the latter opinion - the creation of
an independent and expanded Ministry of
Multiculturalism which would have its own

the

was un-phased by the P.C.'s

to the ethnocultural

communities).

their

Dcpuiy Minister and Assistant

Minister.

participant questioned Mr. Murta
budget of the Multiculturalism

.

abundantlyJ clear
— -that
— * the IIJILIbltUHl^
impending
federal election will provide for a colourful
and unprecedented fight in the
predominantly ethnic ridings - particularly
Toronto - where all three major political

.

One

Liberal party has

new "Super

a

Ministry."

Deputy

The

ethnic vote during the conference left more
than one Liberal M.P. red-faced. (Sources
on the Hill have indicated that
Multiculturalism Minister, David

re-structure

3)

media.

traditionally attracted the "ethnic vote,"and
the Conservative's successful play for the

Murta

described

of

>

0vcr 1000 peop,e
' h=
banquet. Banquet
R
organizers ensured that a
Conservative M.P. was seated at every table

foi

visible minorities.

business,

T
^^"^"

—

boards

that his

|

(most of the delegates
be "established professionals

10

f° r lhe ^sence of
youth lopics in (he conference agenda.
The
position paper was read (o (he
conference
plenary
by
SUSK's Execuiive Vice"resident, Chrystyna Chudczak.
The conference concluded on Saturday
eve ning with a banquet featuring
Brian and
Mila Mulroney as guests of honour
Mr
Mulroney delivered a majo pohcy speech
on multiculturalism to
banquet

He pledged that his
[he
number of

minorities in the federal public service and
on [he boards of federal crown corporations
(currently members of (he non-English,
°"~
non
~"
,
Fr«««i,
French groups receive only 7 per cent of the

appointments

the discussions that

During (he latter part of the final
plenary
an ad-hoc youth caucus, initiated
by

Following Ms. Johnson's remarks Mr
Murta spoke abou, the muUiTuTurall

is

"

parties

arc

sure

to

woo

ethnocultural

communities

with
promises
of more
appointments, more jobs and more money.
To date, the P.C. Party has placed full-page
ads promoting Brian Mulroney in a
number of ethnocultural newspapers.

Directorate. Mr. Murta said that if he were
Minister of Multiculturalism, he would
automatically increase the current S20

In the final analysis, the P.C. multiculturalism conference provided very little in

million budget by

policy

fifty

per cent.

Another participant scolded the P.C.
Party for the apparent lack of ethnocultural

members

on

memberships
associations.

A

the

and

executives

federal
riding
of
P.C.
representative of the Korean

community

proclaimed his cynicism by
noting that the conference was being held
very close to a federal election.

One

of the more interesting and
provocative observations was made by Mr.
Gregorovich of Toronto. He noted that
"there
exists
an inside opposition to
multiculturalism by people within the

FUNERAL DIRECTOR

presented minutes
took place.

for the

included
Ms. Janis Johnson
(National Director - P.C. Party of Canada)
and Mr. Murta.
In her remarks, Ms.
Johnson noted that the P.C. Party was the

on

THOMAS CROPQ_

The afternoon concluded with a
general

the public school system.

Key note speakers

He added

will replace these

plenary session for all delegates.
During this
session, representatives from
each workshop

daily

luncheon

Minister,

Q^fimera/ &hapel

said that the

At noon, a lunch was provided

presented

6~fape (^funeral &ktpel

teaching

curriculum

to 1984!

J5hp0 (^funeral &hajxl

He

Mr. Murta

bureaucrats with people who
are sensitive to
the concerns of minority
groups

government should play a leading
promoting the integration of

participants.

trol,

jeopardizing

in

multicultural

Dave Lupul

During the 1960s and early 1970s students confidently believed that their
"new
generation", if only given the chance, could

It

federal

at the

pronouncements.

Much

of

the

Conservative multiculturalism policy lacks
specifics

and seems to be

a blue-print

of

proposals put forth by the Liberals. But to
the average conference-goer, it was probably

comforting to hear the leader of the party

announce

that multiculturalism ranks as one
of his highest priorities.

After the

smoke clears from the election, it

will
be interesting to see whether the
governing party will deliver the goods
promised - since both the Liberals and the
Conservatives seem to be making the same
promises to the same ethnocultural groups.

KRAINIAN NATIONAL FEDERATION CLCJB

Nl" CLUB
935 Main

Street

Winnipeg, Manitoba

Phone: 943-5387
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"The phrase 'Chysta Kommedia' is a
used throughout the Ukrainian-Canadian Community in times of celebramean 'that's life'. Directly
tion or despair,
translate J. Chysta Kommedia' means 'Pure
catch-alt, widely

Comedy'.

— Andrey

Tarasiuk

^

-—

KOMMEDIA
that essentially

is

very similar to ours as far
first, second or
She's a second generation

as the experience goes, a
third generation.

Founded in 1983 by artistic director Andrey Tarasiuk and general manager Georgia
Green. Chysta Productions, a new professionhas just
al theatre company based in Toronto
completed a successful run of its premiere
Kommedia
is a
production. Just a Kommedia.

Pole in this country. We have a designer
Natalka Husar, who's like a Ukrainian,
Bill Layton who's
a very experienced theatre designer but who

—

comedy revue about growing up Ukrainian. It
Mistars Luba Goy, Mimi Kuzyk. Wally
Joan Karasevich, George Kelebay,
Walter Teres, and Len Doncheff.

chaels,

Mykhailo

correspondent

Student

Bociurkiw recently had an opportunity in
Toronto to speak with director
Tarasiuk about the revue and about the
current stale of Ukrainian theatre in

Canada.

my

T: In

Kommedia"

the phrase 'Chysta

terms

it

simply means the best of

around us

at those religious

grew up in Edmonton within the Ukrainian
community. They have an affinity towards
the work and have great imaginations. One
must choose and select people that are

S:

absolutely appropriate to the piece, who are
first and foremost very good at what they do.

T: In a very quick illustration the piece goes

In the staging we had six Ukrainians and one
non-Ukrainian actor, lan Doncheff is a
Macedonian, and is someone who is totally
in line with our problems. It reflects through
the visible minority. I should, by the end of
this run in Toronto, be able to take this piece
and do it totally with a non-Ukrainian cast.
And that's what working on. It should be
able to be played by any good actor. I'm
pleased with that. 1 feel at this state that it

tercultural marriage

it

already.

est to others?

very quickly through language retention, in-

of interest

when you

else. It

— the

terrible conflict

fall in

love with some-

does isolate certain key issues

I

think are relevant and act as an overview for
all communities at large. That includes the

French community and the English community. The English community is the same
as ours, in a sense. I don't think that we are
any different. Whether by status, the tenth

Anglo-Saxon who's been entrenched here for a hundred years marrying

generation

in situ

ations that

it's

I

think

in thai respect

it

T: Chysta

the play cap-

new

our own, not

is

and

perspective to

theirs. It's the

it,

only

communicate those concerns and
problems to our parents, to do it in an illusand
trative fashion with humour, with
I
think to get to underlet them settle it.

way

to

stand their children better.

I'm excited because there are students
in for two matinees from Ridna
Shkolas around Toronto. It'll be wonderful
to have those seven, eight year old children
in here because of the dynamics of the set. A
five year old child should be able to follow
this piece as well as her grandparents. I'm
really excited about having children involved. I never had this as a child. I would be
taken to Peter Pan. For me this is as refreshing and part of my criteria as a child, wish I

coming

to get

it

started a

little

accustomed to. But I've
produced more complex involved pieces for
dollars up to a
hundred
thousand
well over a

sponsibility that I'm

over

two years ago, and we worked together as a
unit. There were six of us for two weeks off
and on in the evenings just to exchange
ideas, stories, histories, that sort of thing.

alone for a

I

number of months, assessed

our work and decided

it

really

needed a wri-

was more as skits
company on its own. I

Originally the intent

developed by the
decided against that because I thought the
company was just too experienced not to
work under the kind of structure that they
were use to, myself included, in a professional situation. I spent a few months in locating
a writer that was suitable to the project and

—

then taking from there
financing, organizing the readings held in St. Vladimir's last
October 1983 and starting full production in
May of 84, including finding people simply
who are good at what they do, regardless of
background. So I've got a writer that's in

background which is wonderful, because of what happened with us as a
group alone, we just internalized. First and
foremost, 1 wanted the piece to be access. ble
fact of Polish

to a general public reflecting our situation

out there, rather than internalizing it for
ourselves as we do over and over again.
Choosing a writer of non-Ukrainian descent

We have a writer
really important.
who's not Ukrainian, but of a background
was

student

•

May/June ma

I

view

started?

Kommedia

Do you

receive funding from the Province?
think that from the funding point of
it's been a real eye opener. In this piece
where I'm producing and directing it's a reS:

Whose

half a million dollars.

This piece requires a division of funding

—

sources
a third from governmental FederToronto; a
al/Provincial and City level
third from whatever I can find on a corpo-

should continue with this, I then turned to
Luba Goy, Joan Karasevich, Mimi Kuzyk,
George Kelebay and Lubomyr Mykytiuk,
who was part of the original company over

16

like

set looks like a
It's a child's world and
they easily interprel that in their own sensibility and 1 think that they'll have a clear
understanding, as clear an understanding as
an adult will, of what's going on.

two years ago. It was an idea that came to me
and I had given some thought to it before
approaching a number of key players. Once
the idea was son of resolved, as to why I

ter.

them things

particular real colours, geometries,

which

T:

left it

to

as a

S: Describe your theatre company.

was

and explain

storybook cutout.

community, and in that humour, resiliency in any given situation.

idea

try

stand what they have. The

tures the spirit of that phrase, the strength

we have

would

I

been used. Literally, in a sense that somebody wins a million dollars, or that their
house burns down and the car gets smashed
or their house gets broken into, that sort of
thing.

were not born
and explain to them my

could've had that. There's a richness and
there are points made that allow the immigrants to understand their children better.
There's information for children to under-

the Ukrainian sensibility. There's an underlying sense of humour and strength in that

and

I

own
decided to portray the
Ukrainian-Canadian experience. How would
you say that experience is unique, or of interyou've

times and the worst of times. I think that it's
an idiomatic expression that really qualifies

particular phrase,

My parents

designs to get a whole

as Ukrainains

and

has that built into

try

So

and were able to grab quickly, almost in
story book fashion, and present in the course
of over twenty years those events which
bring in our own particular colours that are

Andy Warhol, along with

1

Where did
come from?

S:

would

I

festive holidays.

So
we took seven events or landmark occasions,

one

interesting.

It's

here.

concerns as a Canadian born hereof Ukrainian descent. They would always turn to me
and say, "You don't have any problems.
What problems? You have everything here."

language retention, and reflecting my own
concerns in work. I've been doing new work
in Toronto, on the Anglo-Saxon or the
French experience. Professionally the concerns are hard to explain. More than anything else, the immigres, have a sense of
"The best and worst of times" for their children. I feel the piece is vibrant. We take our

separation and divorce, and the church.

*

T:

—

rate level or private sector

revenue.
photograph by Chysta Productions
I.

to

a third

from

I'm looking at a break even

and working hard towards it
a good chance that I may be

situation here
r.

Mini Kuzyk, Luba Goy, Joan Karasevich

S: Tell us more about the play.
T: It goes back two years ago. It was essenrially set up as an almost skit/sketches series,
As it turned out over the process, it follows
the lives of four children. Boris and Natalka
Dutyshyn are brother and sister; Daria Kar-

and

and/or a son selecting a Phillipino as a
whether it's a Ukrainian here selecting a woman of German background or
something. I think we all have the same
problems. I don't see it any other way. I
into

bride, or

didn't as a child.

I

just accepted the riches

piak, who's the best girl friend to Natalka,

that I had and 1 never felt that dilemma or
and Kenny Kruchkowsky who's the friend schizophrenia about that hyphen syndrome;
to Borys Dutyshyn and the parents to Borys I keep saying 'Ukrainian-Canadian'. I never
and Natalka, Anna and Oleh Dutyshen. It went through a problem with that. I found it
follows the lives of those four children who no different for myself in understanding my
were born in Canada, first generation, over particular problems. I could understand, in
the course of twenty years, from the ages of retrospect, everyone else's. It's just a matter
about 12 to around 30 years. The parent of switching English to Ukrainian, French to
situation is that Anna was bqrn here in Can- English to anything. When it comes down to
ada marrying Oleh, who came from the old human relations and communications it's
country in the late forties. So it's a mixed the same thing. Marriage, love, whatever,
marriage in a sense and that presents all the given your background has it's own particudifficult problems within the Ukrainian larities and idiosyncracies that one simply
community; then seeing the children has to deal with. I think that the play deals
growing up and going through camp and with that in a quick and illustrative fashion,
dancing, everything we are accustomed to as We don't present the answers. We simply
children and isolating and illustrating that,
reflect those particular concerns and
don't
The only way we could do that over ninety think it's our job to have the answers in that
minutes was to select the key events that our respect.
lives revolve around, which are Malanka,
g.
(he ukrainian community react
I

Rizdvo, a wedding, and as

Now

and

it

turns out a

How

tQ

^

docs
rcvue ?

there's

obligated to somewhat of a debt afterwards
But that's my concern.

With this piece, I've been asked on more
than one occasion, 'Where is the contribution

coming from

ity?'.

Here's

this

in the

Ukrainian

commun-

Federal Government

mo-

ney coming in, here's the Provincial, here's
the city. You've got the Jewish community
directly involved in it, you've got Northern
Telecom. You've got the private sector involved, none of which

is

Ukrainian.

Where is

community? And I don't have
an answer. I find that difficult, although I'm
accustomed to it and I think it's a fact that
has to be dealt with. The performing arts
the Ukrainian

community

is

a voice, a vocal voice that's

understood everywhere else. It's power and
potential in the performing arts in Literature, Music, Dance, it's an expression and
reflection of an individual's interpretation at
his best of society's concerns. People like
Natalka Husar to do it, people like Luba
Goy do it. I do it. Kurelck has done it. You
find yourself really without a home. In that
sense, the Ukrainian community has got to
understand the power of and richness of the
sophisticated talent they have now and how

The

of passage into mainstream Canadian

rites

society have never been easy for

'Freedom,' as

nians.

young Ukrai-

were, had

it

its

price:

Sunday doubleheaders at mass and youth club
meetings;
Tuesday
afternoon
accordion
lessons; Thursday evenings choir practice;
Friday night Ukrainian school. Come Sunday
the cycle repeated itself.

To be

immersion
and gloom.

wasn't always greeted with doom
Zabavas, weddings and an annual Malanka
served to lighten the load. Christmas carroll-

administrative professions to sit and
really structure that for the arts, and for the

legal,

already served and reflected their community responsibly and passionately. They
have got to understand the support and contribution they have towards those individu-

it's

or organizations. It's very, very imporIt doesn't hold well for us when we arc
viewed by our peer groups as a community
that's vibrant and bursting with talent but it
goes down to the ultimate dollar. The arts
doesn't pay our talent. You have actors
working fourteen hour days for $180.00 a
week. Who know there's no money and it's
done for a very different reason. I'm going to
keep spelling this loudly and clearly because
als

tant.

it

affects everything.

It

affected this project

and the community has

to deal with this

concern rather than turn to that talent whenever they need their services. We arc always
looked at to appear or direct or to act. We
are always turned to and it's time for it to be
reciprocated. It's very important and the

I

understand that after the Toronto run

some

Winnipeg

definitely

is

on the

hit

list.

For

axis in Winnipeg, There

family

—

even

in

is

a sense of the

rehearsal period.

It's

S:

So you look favourably on something like
the Ukrainian Canadian Committee setting

coming home. We've been approached and
we should be there in late September. There

up a fund for the performing arts.
I
think that the Ukrainian Canadian
Committee has a section there, though I
don't know the dynamics of theTaras Shev-

are plans in 1985 for an extensive tour that

chenko Foundation,

in

its

legal sense, but

that area should be tackled like a Ukrainian
I
think there should be

Canada Council.

representatives from the arts
that

community

have already established themselves to

sit on the council of the foundation. I think
we have the professionals and the experience
and the know-how in other professions

—

Wherefore just a Komedia ?
by Gregory Hamara

lake us through Edmonton,
Regina,
Ottawa,
Saskatoon,
Calgary,
Montreal, Winnipeg and four outlying
Sudbury,
regions outside of Toronto
Thunder Bay, Hamilton and St. Catherines.
We are being encouraged by the Ontario
Arts Council and various agencies who've

would

—

followed this piece through. They feel that
with this company and the profesional
expertise behind it, it has the chance of
representing the Ukrainian community in a
fresh and sophisticated way.

in

of theatre

Shevchenko Memorial concert

stood out above

all

—

Dutyshyn, the

A Komedia.

if

those

godless Soviets won't give us the freedom to
express ourselves over there, then damnit,

do

we'll

it

over here. And, he

insists, to en-

sure the link doesn't lapse, we're going to
start

with our siblings.

To Dutyshyn's

(Played by Len Doncheff) ap-

parent grief, he discovers the chain
strong as

its

weakest

only as

is

link.

With
moderating
assistance
from
his
Canadian-born wife Anna (Joan Karasevich).
Dutyshyn, the 'DP,' applies a cultural
with results to which
headlock on his kids
many in the St. Vladimir Institute theatre au-

—

dience could intimately (painfully?) relate.

Dutshyn's daughter, Natalka, (Mimi Kusyk)

down and

hunts

captures

(George Kelebay) and
until

'Ukrainian

the

Kenny Crutchkowski
proceeds swimingly

all

Natalka discovers the road to happiness

need not be asphalted

Dutyshyn's

yellow.

shades of blue and
(Waily
son,
Boris,

in

Michaels) rejects the steamroller altogether,
eschewins his father's idea of stability (a

Ukrainian wife, a Mtssissauga home and a
budding law career) to pursue a stage career.
Insensiously, the Dutyshyn family tale is

woven

into the play

at the

'U-Know-Who' Community

's

larger setting: a concert
hall.

At

moments, Tarasiuk and play write,
Nika Rylski, shift settings to, among other
camp, the family kitchen and
Queen's Park. But lo anchor the production
and to ensure a steady diet of comic relief
they rely on the proverbial church basement.
different

spots, a youth

The choice

is

the audience

—
—

In

other Ukrainian producers.

ruffled the sensitivities of

for the

cases,

—

and,

community

and trumpet its collective being.
off-beat manner. Just A Komedia

its light,

reveals, at times starkly, the inherent difficul-

It

could be the
its

A's

last

director,
tentatively

Andrey
booked

mid-September.
time the show is performed

Winnipeg

in

original cast.

tour for the spring of 1985, a tour which
almost certainly would involve cast changes.
said plans tentatively call for a

Canada and two

others in the States.

Touring, Tarasiuk said, will be a good test of
A's appeal to Ukrainian-Canadians of all

just

stripes. Instead,

judge aucentres like Edmonton and

Tarasiuk

dience appeal in

is

eager

to

positive

"I'd love to take the show on an extended
road tour with the cast, I'm very loyal to the

Winnipeg

members," he said.
"But Luba (Goy) is busy with her CBC
things, and Mimi (Kusyk) probably won't be

Toronto engagement.
"Touring those cities (Winnipeg, et al) will be
a good test of the piece. The Ukrainians there
have been around longer: their perceptions of
what it is to be Ukrainian is probably different

original

around so we'll have to evaluate things after
September. Right now we're trying to work
on scheduling."
That scheduling involves a possible Canada-

against

the

generally

response accorded the production during

its

(than in Toronto)," he said.
Tarasiuk encountered patches of resistence to

ventures into
off-limits

Its

by

portrayal of

more than

a handful

cond World War political refugees. Although
far from flattering at times, it's a portrayal

whose time was long overdue.
Indeed, the imaginative, almost surreal use of

cardboard cut-outs depicting
dance partners at a Ukrainian wedding and the
on-stage presence of urinals around which
over-sized,

Kenny and Boris debate the relative merits of
dating Ukrainian women, arc bold examples
of props which the producers of Just A
Komedia prove can work as effectively in
Ukrainian theatre as they can in 'mainstream'
In themselves, these props don't

theatre

deserve extra mention; for Ukrainian theatre

Canada, they're revolutionary.
Luba Goy, in the role of Dana Carpiak,
Natalka's confidante who, more than any
other character in Just A Komedia, wrestles
in

with cultural

Her
to

identification,

recitation,

to her

mother

name

singer.

'What' In

to

Dylan

—

is

magnificent.

— a plea

Name'.''

why

she's chosen

strikes at the heart

Alternatively

play

A

understand

her son after a Jewish-American folk-

humorous and

of the

reflective,

the recitation symbolizes the struggle felt by

second, third and fourth generation
Ukrainian-Canadianssearching to accomodate

many

economic and
contemporary Canadian

their ancestoral roots with their

For some,

the struggle doesn't

come

easily,

—

and probably never will. Just A Komedia
elevates
far from begins 'just' a comedy
and broadens the dimensions of that

—

undertaking.

A Komedia

destinations across Canada.
just

jokes

real-life 'DPs.' It is doubtful whether
Ukrainian theatre has ever dealt as honcsdy
with the anxiety felt by the generation of Se-

seven-city tour, five sites in

company has

tell

of

show on

to

A

that Ukrai-

Olech Dutyshyn as the stubborn 'DP' attempting to re-live an era even he knows can never
be transferred to the New World, probably

social participation in

some

perpetuate) concerts as a convenient
to gather

declared

previously

territory

society.

recall (and in

forum

review, Just

A Komedia

credit, Just

its

splendid, especially for those in

—

Globe and Mail

be appreciated by Canadians outside

that will

who

yes. often tacky

self-

broadest expression of Ukrainian

nians can actually crack grins and

To

production, Just

example
the

for too long,

the ghetto.

others:

Why?

satirical

well begin

of shattering

culture in this country.

just

a limited run for

capable

stilled the

USA

Tarasiuk, the

may

that synthesis

talented cast, he's created a sterling

Komedia provides ample evidence

preparation for

is

the

in

with Tarasiuk's offerings. Helped along by a

Tarasiuk

—

final

by

yPrvaudKms

Theatrically,

attracted capacity audiences during its
week
Pressure increased on Chysta
Productions to put the show on wheels for

which

According
Following a successful 19-day run at Toronto's St. Vladimir Institute theatre a run which
reportedly broke even in the ledger books and

sheparded to dance practice

one question

youngster

the

Prince' of her dreams,

details about this tour?

T;

be both Canadian and Ukrainian

it

nuclear age.

its

as

crusty but lovable father in Andrey Tarasiuk's

there will be a tour. Could you give us

develop a meaningful synthesis of what

the

posed

Because, to paraphrase Oleh

S:

to

As

to Ukrainian-style bliss,

usually

down on the
'You do it and we'll see it and if we
approve we'll come in on it.' The point is we
don't have plays written about us
they
have to be created. It's a long, involved process which takes time, money and organization. We have the talent to do it. We're
willing to drop major contracts in film and
television because this is essentially something from the heart with no resources to
turn to. It's not fair to turn around and say
"Show us". I understand the attitude and
fear behind it but theatre can be made alive
by people who know what that process involves. We have that equipment to deal with
the proposal
as with Chysta, and feel
comfortable and confident with it.

—

—

challenges progressive Ukrainian-Canadians

accurately pointed out in

—

Its

— a parody on a Ukrainian con-

pathway

criteria

—

Canada.

20th-century

late

and the cross-cultural insecurities felt by
many Canadians of Ukrainian ancestry

cert

imposed barriers which have,

foundation and to be turned

in effect.

T:

the mandatory three

a Taras

because our resources are running very dry
as far as funding goes from the government.
It's competative and those sources are turning to us and saying 'We've been behind you
in every which way for the last five years and
I think it's time you turned to your parents',

to start acting responsibly

And

in

double-punch

week enlistment in summer church camp? A
leader among love-hate events.
In response to this, at some point along the

other concerns including social services. It
should really be tackled in view of the times.
It's very difficult for me to approach the

many reasons, it's one city that's dear to this
company if only for that fact that it's my
home city, it's Mimi Kuzyk's home city and
Joan Karasevich's home city. Half the cast
and company calls Winnipeg their home.
Somehow, the generosity of the piece to me
is a result of the acting company having an

community has

hit.

maintaining a relevant Ukrainian cultural

presence

to

sure, the cauldron of cultural

a frosty

ty in

nians in Toronto.

from a scattering of Ukrai-

The

hostess of the Ukrainian

multilingual radio station.

CHIN,

took to the airwaves to denounce the production for the manner in which it allegedly por-

and a handful of anonymous
of the show, were received by

trays Ukrainians
letters, criticial

Tarasiuk and some cast members.
Unperturbed, Tarasiuk was pleased the show
was capable of evoking positive and negative
responses.

"Just A reflects the problems associated with
any minority group, not just Ukrainians. It
deals with issues like language and intermarriage, issues which some people have a
hard time dealing with. If they do deal with
them, then they'd rather do so privately, not
publically."
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Mark
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by Mike Maryn
our marked disinterest
in the day to day
non-Ukrainian

had the pleasure and privilege

Canadian

life

of participating in the leadership convention
of the Liberal party of Canada. Of the some

involving

ourselves

Recently

I

3,500 persons attending there was an
absence of members from the Ukrainian
In all, voting
Canadian community.

numbered no

delegates of Ukrainian descent

is

important

workings

of
organizations. The Liberal party is a case in
point. As is the inevitable, we expect that
politicians and others will seriously listen to
our concerns on our whim. If we are so naive

more than 35 providing a sad statement for a
people who assert that their rights in Canada
must be recognized on an equal footing with

as to believe that our needs will be delivered

other groups in this multicultural society.
On a proportional basis Ukrainian
representation by about 100 persons, most

more than the occasional platitude lauded
upon us during election years.
The first serious question that any
politician will put to you is "how many are

noticeably by Ukrainian Canadian female

you",

Canadians

were

short

proper

of

delegates.

Poor representation on our
limited

part

Members

delegates.

to

was not
the

of

Ukrainian press were probably off getting
the scoop on some church basement speech.
To be fair, there were representatives from
and Moloda Ukraina,
Ukrainian Echo,
of course, a good representation
from Student. The point is this: leadership
conventions, of whatever parly, are an
besides

important event. What is decided at these
meetings determine the future course of
action of a party and, possibly, of the
country itself. We often whine about not

Canada, but how often

getting a fair shake in

are

we

do

willing to

the shaking?

Perhaps the reason for poor Ukrainian

Canadian

participation

mainstream

in

to us on a silver platter by whatever level of
government then we are truly not deserving

of

i.e. what am 1 going to get from you.
Without numbers, regardless of how well
thought out your policy position is, you
don't stand a chance of attaining yourgoals.
Perhaps a good example for us to follow is

Consolidating

and ensuring that they were

their interests

in

influence government.

the world's attention to what occurs on the
of the Iron Curtain. Of course we

sufficient clout to effectively attain all of our

with the spectrum of Canadian interests

concerns while extracting certain assurances
from him.
A question which has bothered me for

Large scale involvement in any party at
any level is what is needed if we are to hope
that our interests be recognized and dealt
with in a fair and equitable manner.

a large ethno-cultural

Our

interests

March

Friday,

University

The
has

vc(

'

inshion i"ini>ma

place

234 donald

nmpeu,

m

street

imioba, canaii.i

•

R3C M8

1984,

9th,

Vice-

at

I

credit union

Macquaric

endowment fund

of

$600,000.00. As such, Macquarie University
is only the third centre of Ukrainian studies
with an endowed chair.

Toronto and the three Harvard chairs each
have separate endowments of"$600,000.0()
each.
Speakers at the inauguration
ceremonies included Deputy Chancellor of
Macquarie University, His Honor JudgeLincoln.
Emeritus Pro! ess or J
B.
Rudnyckyj, of the University of Manitoba,

Largest Ukrainian Credit Union
In

.

and Dr Natalia Pazuniak, the
the chair at Macquarie.

first

7,700 MEMBERS

behalf of the Toronto Chair President
I.
W. Bardyn brought greetings at the
inauguration ceremonies and participated in

March

Sydney and the University

New South

Wales, and representatives of
most ethno-cultural groups in Australia.
The Government of Canada was represented
by acting consul, Arthur C. Perron.
of

It!

student

•

May/June

\SSFTS OVER 45 MILLION

10th, held at the

Ukrainian Centre for the community, some
members of which travelled for two and onehalf days by train in order to participate in
the inaugural ceremonies.
Other
participants at the March 9th inaugural
ceremonies were representatives of the other
two major universities in Sydney, namely,
the University of

Western Canada

holder of

On

the ceremonies of

I

942-4-6S5

CARPATHIAj

chair

an

—

to

Chancellor Emeritus, Edwin C. Webb
formally welcomed on behalf of Macquaric
University in Sydney, Australia, the first
holder of the Ukrainian Chair Dr. Natalia
Pazuniak.
This officially marks the
beginning of the teaching of Ukrainian
language and literature at Macquaric
University.

must be intermingled

Irom unemployment and the economy to
equal rights for all Canadians regardless of
sex, race, color or ethnic origin. It is in this
way that we will earn the respect needed to
attain our specific goals.

Chair
On

,

.

omer side

goals.

why we,

'
,
.
...

should, but that alone will never provide

enough that each leadership candidate made
certain that he had an opportunity to
address them on the issues that they were
concerned with. A relatively small group
successfully reached out beyond hs own
community and ensured that the next leader
of the Liberal party was aware of its

is

'»

Ukrainian interests have never been taken
On the chance occasion that
Ukrainian
Canadians
are
elected
to
Parliament or to provincial legislatures they
often make the fatal mistake of identifying
their interests as solely lying with Ukraine.
This is not to say that we ought not to draw

the aboriginal peoples were organized well

some time

-

too seriously.

well represented at the Liberal convention,

Hop

Aussies

lobby.

the Native Indian

Canada, do not more effectively
The best answer that
I've received from a friend who co-chaired
the B.C. Turner campaign. She said that it
was her experience, having grown-up in
Edmonton, that Ukrainians were by and
large ethno-centric, suspicious of anyone
from the outside and too narcisstic to believe
that problems of an extra-Ukrainian nature
merited attention. Yes, there was the odd
exception, but it was for this reason that
group

iww

On March 10th an even larger inaugural
event took place at the Ukrainian Centre
with representatives from all Ukrainian
communities in Australia. The participants
were very pleased to hear
from the Toronto chair and

of this event
greetings

appreciated

the

representatives

inauguration
Australia, a

published

participation

of

the

from Canada. To mark the
the Ukrainian Chair in

of

commemorative book was
founders and
listing
all

contributors to the Ukrainian Chair.
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Key Role Seen For
Selo Ukraina
by

Every year Dauphin, Manitoba, is proud
host Canada's
National Ukrainian
The Festival began as a two-day
event in 1966, and, today, it attracts as many
as 50,000 visitors annually. In 1971, due lo
the Festival's extreme popularity, a nonprofit organization was formed. Its aim was
to develop future facilities for the Festival.
In 1980 this organization became known as
"Selo Ukraina-Ukrainian Folk Arts Centre
and Museum Incorporated." The 144 acre

Anne Kolody, Vivian Osachuk, Daria Romaniuk

to

Festival.

Selo Ukraina Designers at work in their Winnipeg headqua

{fifty-eight

hectare)

site

is

located

ten

kilometers
south
of
Dauphin.
The
surroundings create the ideal setting in
which to portray the Ukrainian traditional

way

of

life.

With the financial support of both Federal
and Provincial governments, the first of four
phases of development has already begun.

The

first phase includes the construction of
an amphitheatre which will accomodate
up to 3700 people. In addition, a multipurpose building will be erected on the site.
This facility will house a conference hall,

a capacity of 1200 people, and a
banquet hall, that will accommodate up to
800 people. The amphitheatre and multipurpose buildings will be completed by late
summer, and will be available for use during
the 1985 Ukrainian Festival in Dauphin.

with

Phase two of the project

will involve the

will

horseback

skiing,

riding,

hiking. Expected completion of phase

and
two is

1986.

Phase three, the Heritage Park, will be
open lo the public in 1985, although its
development will continue for some time

The

afterwards.

setting

is

typical of the

Ukrainian immigration era of the turn of the
century. The Park will create the perfect
setting for a walk-through, living pioneer
museum. Both the urban and rural ways of
life will be blended together to present a
descriptive picture of the past. This will be
accomplished through the restoration of
such authentic structures as a church and
belltower, barn,

room,

just to

and a

name

train station waiting

a few.

Perhaps one of the most unique aspects of
"Selo Ukraina" will be the School of Folk
Arts, which will promote Ukrainian cultural
education by offering drama, arts, crafts,
music and dance. The School will mark the
completion of the construction of "Selo
Ukraina".

The culmination of

the entire project in

1991 will coincide with the 100th anniversary

of both contemporary and historic design.
later
there
are
plans
for
Although

Comments

be a restaurant, coffee bar, cocktail

enable both resident and visitor

participate in such activities as cross-

country

first

two Ukrainian
Allan

Bell,

settlers in

Canada.

Heritage Consultant,

doubt that with public support, Selo
Ukraina has the potential to play a key role
in the nurturing of Ukrainian Canadian
"...no

tradition".

scheduled to stop at the Selo Ukraine

location this July to officially open the

..

#

to

of the

will

II it

grounds

construction of a five star Commercial Hotel

expansion, the Hotel will initially be
comprised of fifty rooms. Added features

Queen Elizabeth

lounge, beverage room, indoor pool, sauna,
whirlpool and souvenir and gift shop. With
the focus being on family, the hotel and

site

SELO
UKRAINA

SELLO
OUKRAINA
..

Artists conceptualizing plans for Selo

Ukraina

project

Canada's National

UKRAINIAN
FESTIVAL

AUGUST

2, 3, 4, 5.

c/oRlGII
ORIGINALS

1984

Dauphin, Manitoba
MABYKA FASHIONS

BITAEMO

-

Dauphin welcomes you

in

earth hospitality of a Ukrainian Festival.

the true down-to-

We

hope you

each day commencing Thursday, August 2
days of activities on the Festival Grounds.
joirvus

WEDDING GOWNS IMPORTED
FROM

will

for lour

PART'' - <OMF - \'EW YOP!T
-

.

15b SHERB-ii^
WINNIPEG, MAN.

SELO
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..
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CONGRATULATIONS

kupalo

UofT
Cawaja Beach, Toronto's version of Club
Med. will be hopping on July 14th weekend
when the club holds Kupalo festivities.
Along with the traditional aspects of the
holiday's activities,

toga party at

little

proceedings include a

Mikey Kulyk's

barbeque and getting

cottage, a

laid back, (in practise

for the SUSK Congress.. .no doubt). There's
a possibility of the Club putting together a
half-hour radio program for the Campus

U

of T.
for those

Station at

And
the

first

who

survived Mariposa

a reward of a free admission to
zabava of the season.. ..C'est Belle....

Belle, there

is

Ryerson
The new executive has been

Armed with
belts,

quite busy.
a successful party under their

they arc plunging headfirst into a

bowling night, Wasaga Beach party, and a
carwash fund-raiser.
Long time
Lc
Alexandria
Ale.

May
May

19th.

attended
one

SUSK &

Student activist Taras Maluzynsky

Nazarevich of Winnipeg

Rumour has

it

that guests

'lied the

and

knot' this past

from across Canada
our spies, were

the festivities which, according to

u

a president, contrary to what the national
executive has presumed.
She's Helen

well worth the long trek to Winnipeg.

SUSK &

York
The scoop here is that York does indeed have

Student wish the couple
health

Osijczuk.

&

happiness.

(I

hope you weren't trying to avoid

us).

Top: Mikey likes Mercedes, fine wine

and dancAn up & coming 'future MP, Mikey is our
urban professional-to-be come
SUSK bon vivant. He 's currently polishing his
ing.

selection for

French for just such occasions.

How
1

.

to

Wreck

Don't come to meetings, but

if

you do, be

late.
2.

If

the weather doesn't suit you, don't

think of coming.

Find fault with the work of your officers
and members.
4. Never accept an office, for it's easier to
criticize than to do things.
5. If asked by the chairman or director to
give your opinion regarding some important
matter, tell him you have nothing to say
3.

—

meeting tell everyone how things
ought to be done.
6. Do nothing more than absolutely necessary, but when other members roll up their
after the

Lefi: Stan likes rye, cigarettes

heavy metal

and

Currently Ottawa

USC

president, Stan is the
Student collectives answer to
'

Woody

Allen. He's

our selection

SUSK

Neurotic of the Year at
this Year's Congress.

fo<

sleeves

and

willingly, unselfishly use their

abilities to help others along,

organization
7.

is

howl that the

run by a clique.
as long as possible

Hold back your dues

or don't pay at all.
8. When a banquet is given, tell everyone
money is being wasted on blow-outs and
parties.
9.

Right:

Roman

likes beer, cycling

and mntannmg. A sometimes
model who's determined to
one-day become the first Ukrainian
on the cover of GQ, Roman
currently keeps busy drawing
caricatures for STUDENT He

our All Canadian selection.

If

no banquets are held, complain

that the

organization is dead.
10. If you don't receive a bill for your dues,
don't pay.
1.
If you recievea bill for your dues, resign.
12. If ever in doubt, resign immediately.
1

13.

Always keep your eyes open

for

some-

thing wrong.

When you

attend a meeting vote to do
something and then go home and do the
opposite. Agree with everything said at the
meeting and disagree with it outside.
15. Get all the organization gives you, but
don't give it anything in return.
14.

Reprinted K. of C. Bulletin

A Man For Every
Student
in

is

pleased to present

The Sun

student

•

May/June

1984

its

selections for

SUSK's 'Man

Occasion

for Every Occasion' sponsored by

Fun

s

Multiculturalism
A Tapestry of
Experience and Growth is the
theme of the Congress. This will be highlighted by a variety of lectures, panels and

I

Survival,

Ukrainian Amators

and
between
feminism and ethnicity; music, dance, and

discussions, on such topics as cultural
linguistic retention; the relationship

Plan for

methods of cultural retention; the
multiculturalism policy; and
bilingual education. Heading these lectures
will be a wide variety of ethno-cullural
speakers invited from the local Vancouver
community and from across the country.

religion as

it!

federal

Experience
the 25th
in

SUSK Congress

Vancouver,

August 23rd

The

BC

other social events taking place are
city tours, a beachside bonfire, and a cabaret
taking place Saturday night. But what is a

»

Amidst, the

sea,

mountains and

on the peninsula of mainland
the great Pacific, the 25th

forests,

Canada

Congress without a Zabava? Boring, right!
Well that is one thing we are not! So get
ready to move to the beat of Edmonton's
Dumka as the Ukrainian Students Club of
U.B.C. presents the highlight of the
Congress, The Zabava. on Friday night.

into

Almost

SUSK

shall

take

August

place

23

Congress
to 27th in

Vancouver at the University of British
Columbia. The Congress Committee would
like to

extend an

youth,

student

individuals.

Thursday,
registration

invitation to
clubs,

and

all
all

Ukrainian

August 23rd, with
available Friday morning

for

those late arrivers.

9©

^

A

participants

Congress

not to be missed

!

functions taking place during

campus'

the

at

behalf of the Ukrainian Students'Club

of U.B.C, we again invite you to come and
take part in our Congress. As shown above,
this is an event which cannot and should not
Please give notice of your
be missed.

confirmation

On
of

behalf ofthe Ukrainian Students'Club

U.B.C, we again

invite

you to come and

take part in our Congress, As
this

is

be missed.

\

shown above,

an event which cannot and should not
Please give notice of confir-

mation of your attendance as soon as
possible.

-

Yours

The University Of
British Columbia

in

LESIA FEDEYKO

by

Saskatoon

—

A

AND KAREN SLEGEL

Ukrainian

amateur

drama group had been formed in Saskatoon.
Ukrainian Amators, an enthusiastic group of
Ukrainian adults, has been formed, with
goals including preservation of Ukrainian
culture, providing opportunities for Ukrainians to enhance language skills, and providing opportunities for those with a desire to
act.

The Congress Committee

is

reveals various personalities that
find in

if

*
*

Kulyk,

Tammi

in the fall of 1983,

drama is almost non-existant in the
prairies. The goal was to bring Ukrainian
drama back to life and take it on tour across
the province. Weekend tours were made to
ian

four centres in the province: Yorkton, Regina, North Battleford, Prince Albert, and

two performances in Saskatoon. The two
plays "Try kapeljuxy" and Ted Galay's
"After Baba's Funeral" were performed in

each of the centers. Performances in all centres were considered a success and encouragement was expressed by people who witnessed the plays.
"Try kapeljuxy" is a comedy about three
hats and how confusion can arise when one
quickly jumps to conclusions. This play was
performed in Ukrainian, in order to provide

an opportunity for the actors to enhance
their Ukrainian language skills. Observations were made by all those involved about
how Ukrainian language skills were improved. However, this play also revealed

Hawrysh, Dennis Michayluk, Lanssa Stetzenko, Linda Balon, Doreen Michayluk.

"PROGRESS-VERA"
&

of

Fedeyko

Lesia

Chayka (Vice

pated.

The groups

more extensive

HERITAGE TRUST

12 Va

%

interest

1

YEAR

HA

-

Trident Press Ltd.
ST.,

optimistic about the

touring.

-

MAIN

is

pays...

.
,,,
-

WINNIPEG, MAN.

Larissa

future and are already planning for the future. Plans include possible musicals and

MINIMUM DEPOSIT J500.00

842

(President),

President), Larissa Stetzenko

and Alex Schabel (Treasurer).
All in all, the plays and (our involved alot
of work and were enjoyed by all that partici-

(Secretary)

CERTIFICATES

.

often

Danylo

in set design and construction. Promotions and publicity were managed by
Lesia Fedeyko, Larissa Chayka, Sally Hrycuik and Donni Kindrachuk. Poster design
was conceived by Darren Kindrachuk. Stage
crew included Donna Sorestad, Dennis
Kowalsky, Judy Kurelchuk, Melanie Chorney and Anna Marie Burianyk. Lesia
Dedyko, Sally Hrycuik, Janet Sawrysh,
Karen Slegel, Donni Kindrachuk, Luba
Hnatiw, Larissa Chayka and Daralynn
Monita oversaw behind-the-scenes details
(props, costumes, make-up, prompting).
The Ukrainian Amators executive is made up

586-7715

,
.
, ,.-.
.:

we

actors and

involved

GUARANTEED INVESTMENT
R2W 2N2

Its.

Lozinski,

Dan Dziadyk and Curt Chorney were

ON A

LTD.

Winnipeg. Manitoba

Wendy

Alex Schabel, Bernie Stefaniuk,
Wasylciw, Dianna Hrycuik, and
Ivan Rostotski.
Putting on a drama takes a number of
people. Darren Kindrachuk, Maurice
Balych, Marvin Woroniuk, Jerry Sopatyk,

annual

Tel. 589-7849

our society today.

s

*

627 Selkirk Avenue,

not interested in the value of

is

Ukrainian culture and traditions. This play

when it was

began

37

*

CREDIT UNION

swept up by modern society and who,

initially,

expressed by a group of people that Ukrain-

It all

-

"After Baba's Death" by Ted Galay is a
contemporary play taking place in rural
Manitoba. The play centers around a
Ukrainian family whose Canadian-born son

actresses included:

some real talent in its participants. Its actors
and actresses consisted of the following people: Maria Rewakowicz, Peter Derbawka.
Eugene Maximuke, Marion Rudy, Andrew

SUSK.

Steven Bryson
Eugene Lupynis

Ukrainian Students' Club

*

be

will

Vancouver Theological Residence.

On

shall

all

the Congress, shall be held on the U.B.C.
campus. Accommodation provided for the

interested

be on
additional

Registration

salmon barbeque,

many

Ell
!i

social event, a

accompanying registration will kick off the
Congress - Vancouver style. Some of the

| |
to 26th,' 1984.

oeccosce

first

-

HERITAGE TRUST
100 it/«( EdnvwHon
ZarvyOo Depowi

-:

TELEPHONE 204
I

TAR AS

I

942-6441

Sounds of

LUCHAK

L.

BARRISTER AND SOLICITOR!

Q/fltusic
sales

CHORNOUS, GREEN. ROM A N
EDMONTON

I

W

and DAVIDSON

KEYSTONE FORD SALES LTD

582-5873

Avenue/Winnipeg, Manitoba
Telephone: (904) 582-1500
Selkirk

R2W 2N6

ltficolell
632 La Fleche

b

Inn

BACH MAN & ASSOCIATES

Zenon Chrol

(204) 284-9240

24

Hour

Service

or pager 942-3108/4165
915 Grosvenor al Stafford, Winnipeg,

JOHN ANTONIUK

Stephen Fedun: 582-1914

Canada R3M 0M5

Phone 237-3144

Proprietor

or pager 942-3108/5288

942-8441

1-326-4164

Manitoba

,

St.

St. Boniface
Winnipeg, Manitoba

John Budyk: 667-0043

PH:

252 FORT AT

Winnipeg

Custom Carpentry Ltd.

fbZ
788

TEDDY STEFANIK
Winnipeg, Manitoba

STREET. WINNIPEG. MANITOBA R3B 2L2

RES. 582-7921

BUS. 582-8351

P4*

KRAWCHUK, GALAjNCHUK
SXn.-rir-lcruN: ^Solicitor!

RESTAURANT AND CATERING

GENERAL INSURANCE & AUTOPAC

•

KRAWCHUK, GALANCHUK
233 PORTAGE AVE.
INIf'tO. MANITOBA

.

530 ST.

-

NESTOR M GALARNYK

-

ANTHONY AVENUE

ST. ANTHONY & McKENZIE
WINNIPEG. MAN. R2V0S7

CATHEDRAL AT MCGREGOR

559

FEATURING:

WINNIPEG'S FINEST UKRAINIAN FOOD

HOME COOKED MEALS
FULLY LICENSED
FRIENDLY, INFORMAL ATMOSPHERE
Winnipeg, Manitoba

PH. 582-8789

Roman Hnatiuk
Vice-President

vflUDLO/l/JDEO

Fedetal Independent Realty

ONE STOP - TAPE STOP
-cassettes (computer, music)
-videos (VHS, BETA)
-reel to reel

Canada Inc.
1236 Ellice at Valour Rd,

ot

.5

REALTY

Winnipeg. Manitoba

R3G 0E7

STYLE!

947-1190

Office: (204)
24 Hrs.

652 King Edward Slreei
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA R3H 0P2

07-57741

Telex:

Telephone:
(204) 786-6715

STREET
PHONE 5B6-2776

350 MAIN

cont'd from page 13

involved as a journalist that

enough skin

thick

book

had to be written and

that

be

will

which

felt

1

both negative and positive. I don't
rest my laurels on 'Hey, Malarek!*
for the rest of my days. 'Hey, Malarek!' will
become part of the history of Victor Malarek
and I'm going to go on to different things.

want to

was

going to be severely critical on mc and it was
very supporting saying it was a must read.

work at several universiCanada have phoned me and said
get this book on the curric-

Professors of social
across

ties

that they

want to

I've been asked to speak at associaof foster parents. I'll be keynote
speaker the The National Convention of Big
Brothers. It's interesting because nothing

ulum.
tions

like

has been written in the sense that

it

coming from the view of the

its

developed a

critics'

valuable in literature. It got reviewed by the
journal for the Ontario Association of
Children's Aid Societies,

I

to be able to deal with the

,

S: Will

you write another book?

M: Yes

I

will.

Probably

don't

1

know

exactly

on what

another book in
this area of children. I have one in mind.
Then I want to go on to something else
depending on what happens to me in the
next five years. 1 never go beyond a five-year
yet.

I

will write

one,' or 'Malarek the older one."
There's this lack of having your own identity. That first part of your name is very per-

you and forms a part of your
identity. 1 decided on the title that way.
When the book did come out my colleagues at the Globe and Mail were joking
around. 'Hey, Malarek, you've got a phone
call,' or 'hey, Malarek good story the other
day," or *hey, Malarek somebody here to see
you." I turned around and said, 'After this
tour and siart writing my second book you
sonal.

I

guvs better
j\., ilaicK

get

used to saying, bey,

Vir

'

I

I

er's permission.

I

asked her to read a draft.

'You know Victor, I
never knew that so much went on inside of
you.
never understood that. I know what
you're trying to say here and 1 just want to
tell you that I'm very proud of what you
want to do and that you have my support."
My mother is really behind me and is quite
proud. She has tinges of embarassment,
which is quite normal. I have tinges of embarassmem. Just coming here today from
Montreal for ihis interview I was thinking
'Why did 1 publish this book?' Sometimes I
She

cried.

She

said,

I

wish

1

didn't publish

it

because

out on a limb.

I

book

you out on

that put

say a

lot

I

put myself

of things

in this

a limb.

When

you're out on a limb you've got to take the
potshots with the kudos. You're going to get
a lot of people saying congratulations
lot

who

of people
You have to be prepared for both. I
as a result of my years of being

you.

think

22

and a

are going to take shots at

STUDENT

•

MAY/JllNt HS4

we'll

go from there.
book is unusual.

S: The title of the

How was it

litle

'Hey, Malarek!' comes from the

lack of identity

system.

out

my

when you

NATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL SOUND
639

$50.00
$50.00
$30.00
$100.00
$100.00
$25.00
$25.00

icorge Samoil

tycrson

USC

S.L. Kuzma
U. of T. USC

You become
life in

a

last

the boys'

Man.

R3B 2G5

l

name. ThroughI was always

Malarek do

that; hey, Malarek want to play
a baseball team or hey, Malarek get your
ass in bed.' So with all this 'hey, Malarek' it
uii

was never Victor.
It was funny because I had met several
guys from the boys' home in the last little
while and the odd thing is that a lot of them
didn't know each other's first name. There
were three of us in the boys' home and guys
would say 'Oh the middle guy, you know,
Malarek the middle one," or 'Malarek the

$25.00
$50.00
$25.00

Tuxedo

Portage Avenue

home

When people called
they said, 'Hey, Malarek do this; hey,

Michael's

Telephone 786-8611

get involved in the

referred to as Malarek.

me

Myroslaw Shkndrij

& Olga M ichailishin
Daughters ofthc Ukraine,
Thunder Bay, Ontario
Olena Pchilka, U.W.A

Winnipeg,

conceived?

M: The

1984

IVtcr

Can we look forward to a movie version of
•Hey, Malarek!'?
M: Actually, I've been approached by a couple of people for a movie on 'Hey, Malarek!"
so I'll think over a couple of the proposals
and

MAY/JUNE

Fort William Prosvita Assoc

plan.

S:

What does your mother think of the book?
M: Before published it, asked my moth-

PRESS FUND

It's

child.

S:

STUDENT

little

-complete conference
Scl'V.'XeS

-conference recording
-transcription services
-translation services
-public address systems
-audio-visual services

PAUL STANICKY
Communications Consuliani

.

CHEMERYNSKY

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT

;/

.>

jy *y

.

._^>

.

74l Selkirk Ave.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Tel: 589-5481
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"Dear Dr. Kalba,
I am most appreciative for all
the work you did to make my visit
to your Congress so enjoyable and

-

_

60

4-

with

"Set

we

are the largest municipality in
Canada in terms of personnel, our budget is
much bigger than that of most municipalities at

S1.6-billion

— combined capital and

operating. I think only Montreal is bigger
than we are in this respect. So, the 13 of us,
12 aldermen and myself, run a very big operation that's completely different than most
cities.

cern,

So when you add to it this social conyou get some pretty interesting invol-

vements.
S: In Western Canada in recent years the
Liberal Party has fallen upon difficult times.
Do you see an opportunity for a revitalization
of the party

in

the

West now

that

Trudeau has

retired?

think that the Liberals have done
crazy in the sense
and put into law a
the value
acknowledges
which
constitution

D: Yes,

I

—

pretty crazy things
that they prepare, present

some

ot multiculturalism,

and when you compare

that to the effort made by the NDP and the
Conservatives on multicultural discussions
vis-a-vis the constitution the Liberals were
way, way out ahead on that particular issue.

Yet they are unable to get the favour of the
very people that they're trying to serve
through this accomodation in the constitution with clause 27 and the other programs
that they've instituted on multiculturalism.

that.

deserved

How

do you explain
(I

the fact that the

don't like to use thai
I

to

power

in

the next election, and a new rela-

tionship evolves

among

vis-a-vis western

Canada?

D: Well,

I

First of all, the Liberal Party

ing

up

—

tion forces people to be

is

it

that the

minority on

CRTC
its

1984

17

.)

has never had a
board. They've just

like

an

But that doesn't mean that rush off and
join another political party because as said
the Tories and the NDP haven't been so
brilliant either in this area and what you
I

which

a

much

conven-

more sensitive.

I

like

election.'

It's

true,

people

become

sensitive to the needs of regions
because they have to go into those regions
get support. Therefore, if the Liberals
win it will be because they have been able to
master what they have acted foolishly on
before
that is, getting the support of the

and

—

regions.

regroup, and Hush out theirsyslcm and redevelop and resensitize in certain areas, and all
of those would be positive developments.
S: So, in the upcoming leadership campaign
will

you be backing someone who you

feel will

keep this traditional kind of liberalism which
has been the tradition of the Liberal Party?

D: In fact, that is exactly what I've concluded in my mind. I like Mark MacGuigan
because he fits that classic definition of what
a liberal is, he has those social concerns, he is
a free enterpriser which I am, but very stong
in defending minority rights and womens'

—

and all of that. And he's a leader
he
not afraid to put forward a position and
in putting forth a new position, so I

rights
is

take flak

The other

failed in that area.

is

the expression, 'nothing humbles a politician

case, the Liberals have the opportunity to

slowly wak-

a leadership

to

visible

is

to the fact that there are regions

they have mishandled and there

get

7or lOper cent of thetotal appointments
boards and tribunals that the federal
government makes. I don't accept the bunk
that this is done on merit because my merit is
just as good as anyone else's merit. I can find
you 100 Ukrainians who could fill positions
on the CRTC or the Canadian Transport
Board and 1 could also find you blacks or
Indians who could serve on the CRTC, but

the policital parties

think there are two possibilities.

greater sensitivity

why

(,

.

organizing

after

rest

such a successful Congress.

—

possibility

is

that the Conser-

vatives will win the next election. In that

am

very

much drawn

philosophy that

I

to

think

him because of the
I

share with him.

I

have

to

do

is

keep fighting and

try to

make

sure they understand. I think it's slowly
coming about. I think too that the appointment of Ukrainian Liberals to the Cabinet
were never appropriate ones in that area
they never took cognizance of those ethnic

KINGSTREET
PROFESSIONAL AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES

—

groups, either in terms of the Ukrainians or
other ethnic groups, and they're paying the

S:

that ethnic

.

most helpful and lam grateful for
your assistance.
I
hope you will take a well

expression, but everyone understands what
mean by it)
a third of Canada is made up
of minority groups and yet those third only

communities revere
meet in cultural centre*.,
:hev communicate well with each other, they
know whin's happening, they are anxious to
is

526.

so-called third force

price

One

.

my staff with respect to the
Them Free" Committee was

see their leaders taking positions of authority. And the Liberals simply weren't doing

They haven't been able to ic it because they
don't understand some f .etty basic things.
Their leaders, they

530

5:05,

cont'd from page 5
In Tact,

.

, .-

Your cooperation

interesting.

.

4-
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1971

p.,

'-

Comparative

in

.
15

12-

1971

"Topics

Communism",

now.

Do you think the traditional antipathy
toward the Liberals by those in western Canada who see provincial concerns as paramount
will change if the federal Conservatives come

<BlUCLIV
230 JARVIS
WINNIPEG. MANITOBA

PH.

589-4507

MAV/JUNt
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STUDENT 23
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(BEFORE 01 AUGUST 1984)
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(AFTER 01 AUGUST 1984)
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ALL SESSIONS WILL TAKE
PLACE ON THE UNIVERSITY OF
BRITISH COLUMBIA'S CAMPUS.

